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Abstract
Abstract: In Chapter 11 bankruptcy, control rights are assigned to an official committee of unsecured creditors. This paper investigates the impact of the official committee
on Chapter 11 outcomes using a novel dataset built from raw court documents that
covers all cases from 2004-2014 with over $10 million in assets. Because membership
is voluntary, unsecured creditors form official committees in less than half of all cases
in the sample. I find that the existence of an official committee leads to significantly
higher rates of acquisition and lower rates of dismissal. It also leads to a reduction in
the amount of time spent in bankruptcy, particularly for firms that end up reorganized.
I reinforce these findings using an instrumental variables methodology that relies on
the fact that official committees are formed by a particular type of attorney and that
these attorneys vary in their abilities to form committees. In addition to the main
results, I also find that membership composition matters and that certain influential
creditors are associated with higher rates of reorganization when they are present on
the official committee.
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Introduction
As a firm enters into financial distress, control rights shift from equity holders to creditors.

Because losses are borne by unsecured creditors before secured creditors, control rights should
theoretically pass from equity holders to unsecured creditors because they are next in line
to become the residual claimants to the value of the firm. However, unsecured creditors are
generally small and dispersed whereas secured creditors are generally large and concentrated.
Unlike secured creditors, who are able to influence managers through means such as financial
covenants, unsecured creditors are limited in their ability to exert control over the firm.
This changes dramatically when a firm files for Chapter 11 bankruptcy. Unsecured creditors are encouraged to form an official Unsecured Creditors’ Committee (UCC) that is given
special monitoring rights over managers and that often plays an active role, if not the primary role, in formulating reorganization plans and managing outside litigation related to the
bankruptcy case. The U.S. Bankruptcy Code essentially assigns control rights directly to
the UCC. Despite an entire system devoted to UCC formation, however, unsecured creditors
only meet the conditions for UCC formation in 46% of all cases. I examine the implications
of the existence of the UCC on the likelihood that a Chapter 11 case results in reorganization,
acquisition, liquidation, or dismissal.
In order to study this question, I use data from the universe of Chapter 11 bankruptcies
involving over $10 million in assets filed in 89 of the 90 bankruptcy courts located in the U.S.
from 2004-2014. Included in this dataset are all court documents, docket entries, and claims
filed in each case. This allows me to observe the factors that determine UCC formation
and composition, other mechanisms of control in Chapter 11, and details about bankruptcy
outcomes.
I find that the existence of a UCC leads to a higher probability that the firm is acquired
in Chapter 11 and a lower probability that the case is dismissed. I define an acquisition as
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any case in which all of the bankrupt firm’s assets are sold during Chapter 11 (but not in a
liquidation auction). I define a dismissal as any case in which Chapter 11 proceedings end
without arriving at a resolution that involves a plan of reorganization, an acquisition, or a
liquidation. While it is not known exactly what will take place after a case is dismissed, over
80% of dismissals are preceded by motions filed by secured creditors to lift the automatic
stay, so it is likely that these dismissals result in foreclosure.1 To the extent that acquisitions
preserve the going concern value of the firm whereas dismissals that lead to foreclosure are
associated with liquidation discounts, I argue that this finding represents an improvement
in ex-post bankruptcy efficiency. And, as noted in Baird (1986), a sale of the firm’s assets avoids distortions in valuations that may arise from negotiations between bankruptcy
participants with conflicting objectives. Splitting the independent variable of interest into
separate indicator variables that represent the number of members on each committee, I find
that the results are driven primarily by committees with seven or fewer members.
A major concern with these baseline findings is that the presence of a UCC covaries
with omitted variables that are the true drivers of bankruptcy outcomes or that certain
bankruptcy outcomes lead to committee formation. Unsecured creditors may not make the
effort to serve on committees in cases that they feel are certain to be dismissed or they
may only form committees after hearing that managers are in the process of searching for
acquirers. In order address these endogeneity problems, I first include several sets of firmand case-level controls. These consist of variables measuring the debtor’s organizational
form, key features of the bankruptcy such as outside financing or adversary cases affiliated
with the bankruptcy, and variables measuring the size, dispersion, and composition of the
debtor’s claims.
Because omitted variable concerns may persist, I employ a 2SLS methodology that relies
1

The automatic stay is the feature of Chapter 11 that prevents secured creditors from foreclosing on
collateral.
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on U.S. Trustee attorney skills and preferences as an instrument for the existence of a UCC.
In 48 states, the UCC formation process is facilitated by an attorney who is assigned by one
of the 21 regional U.S. Trustees. These attorneys are pivotal in soliciting interest in the UCC
and selecting its members. Because the U.S. Bankruptcy Code requires that attempts should
be made to form a UCC “as soon as practicable” after the bankruptcy petition is filed, these
attorneys are usually assigned within the first day or two of the case and so assignments are
made based on limited information about the debtor. I construct the UCC skill instrument
as a leave-one-out measure of the fraction of the assigned U.S. Trustee attorney’s other
Chapter 11 cases in which he or she was able to form a committee. 2SLS results are broadly
consistent with OLS results. I provide supportive evidence for the exclusion restriction by
showing that placebo variables measuring non-UCC actions taken by U.S. Trustee attorneys
have no significant impact on bankruptcy outcomes.
As an additional robustness check, I use propensity scores to match cases with UCCs
to those without UCCs in an attempt to approximate the ideal experiment in which firms
are randomly assigned to UCC treatment. I match based on variables in the baseline OLS
regression that are key determinants of committee formation. I find that UCCs are still
associated with significantly higher probabilities of acquisition but that these acquisitions
are offset by reductions in reorganizations as well as dismissals.
Next, I address concerns that the UCC may lead to costly bargaining or inefficient
post-bankruptcy performance by observing its impact on durations in bankruptcy and postbankruptcy recidivism conditional on reorganization. In terms of duration, the existence of
a UCC leads to a decrease in the time between filing and submission of the order confirming
each bankruptcy outcome, and this result is supported by both the OLS and 2SLS specifications. Reductions in time are particularly significant for firms that end up reorganized.
These results are consistent with the idea that unsecured creditors have the most to lose in
lengthy and costly negotiations. While the OLS specification indicates that the impact of
3

the UCC on recidivism is negligible, the 2SLS specification indicates that the UCC has a
weak negative impact on rates of recidivism within 5 years of having a plan of reorganization
confirmed.
To address the mechanism driving the main results, I explore the heterogeneity of committee membership. Unlike equity holders or secured creditors, unsecured creditors are made
up of many sub-groups with their own unique and sometimes conflicting objectives. The type
of unsecured claim holder that appears most frequently on the UCC is the trade creditor.
Trade creditors are present in 97.2% of UCCs and, in terms of number, make up 80.1% of
committee members. Because of liquidity constraints, a trade creditor will most likely prefer
a cash payment to equity in the restructured firm, but also will wish to maintain the value of
its relationship with the firm. The main result in this paper is consistent with the fact that
trade creditors dominate UCCs. An acquisition makes it more likely that trade creditors will
receive cash rather than equity payments but it also continues the operations of the firm. A
dismissal that leads to a foreclosure, on the other hand, not only destroys the value of the
trade relationship but also makes it difficult for trade creditors to recoup payments.2
Not all committees reflect the incentives of trade creditors, however. In some cases, a
single member with experience serving on the UCC can wield a significant amount of influence over the direction of the bankruptcy. Consistent with their pursuit of “loan-to-own”
strategies in which debt is issued or purchased with the explicit intent of having it be converted into post-reorganization equity, I find that the presence of distress funds on the UCC
is significantly associated with reorganization. This is also the case for bondholders when
they are present on the UCC, which can be explained by the fact that distress funds often
target bond indentures as their entry point into the firm’s capital structure. Labor unions,
2

Unsecured creditors have little to no control over a foreclosure sale that is conducted by a secured
creditor. The distribution of surplus funds from the foreclosure is governed by state law, but these funds are
typically returned to the debtor. To the extent that there is any remaining value in assets not pledged as
collateral, unsecured creditors would have to file for a sheriff’s sale or an involuntary Chapter 7 case.
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professional associations, and employees are also associated with higher rates of reorganization when they appear on the UCC, although they are incentivized by the continuation of
their employment contracts. Only a quarter of UCCs have a member from one of these three
groups on the committee, but their appearances are strongly associated with reorganization.
I also explore the relationship between the existence of the UCC and unofficial forms
of control in Chapter 11. One way in which secured lenders exert control is through the
provision of Debtor-in-Possession (DIP) loan financing during bankruptcy and the covenants
associated therewith. I find, surprisingly, that when DIP loans are extended in the absence
of a UCC, the case is more likely to result in acquisition and less likely to result in dismissal.
Results are strikingly similar to the coefficients on the presence of the UCC in the absence
of DIP financing, suggesting not only that DIP lenders do not exhibit a liquidation bias, but
also that it is the mere presence of creditor control that leads to an increase in acquisitions.
When DIP financing is extended in a case with a UCC, however, the case is more likely to be
dismissed, indicating that there may be costly bargaining frictions associated with multiple
forms of creditor control. I observe the impact of the UCC on bankruptcy outcomes while
controlling for the presence of other committees and find that these other committees do not
explain the main results.
Finally, I explore the heterogeneity of the treatment effect as it varies with firm characteristics. One concern with the main findings is that “mega” bankruptcies are different in
nature than the average Chapter 11 case and therefore that the role of the UCC in these
cases may be different. Indeed, I show that the main findings do not hold for firms in the
top decile of asset size. That is, for bankrupt firms with over roughly $300 million in assets,
the UCC has no significant impact on bankruptcy outcomes.3 The UCC appears to be most
influential, therefore, in mid-to-large market cases. I also explore whether UCCs display any
3

Though the coefficient on dismissal is positive and statistically significant, this result is driven by only
5 bankruptcies.
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evidence of risk-shifting. I find that the opposite is true: UCCs of highly-levered firms have
a weak negative impact on the chances that the firm is reorganized.
There is a deep literature on the agency costs of misaligned control rights both in and
out of bankruptcy.4 Seminal work by Jensen and Meckling (1976) identifies the incentives of
equity holders to take on excess risk at the expense of debt holders. Smith and Warner (1979)
note that in the case of bankruptcy, excess risk takes the form of inefficient reorganization of
firms that should have been liquidated. White (1989, 1994) identifies the inefficiencies that
may arise when equity holders and managers have control over the restructuring process and
attempt to continue negative NPV projects. Conversely, Jenkins and Smith (2014) model
the case in which senior creditors, who are fully collateralized, cause inefficient liquidation
when assigned control rights in bankruptcy.
The empirical literature, like the theoretical, is mixed on the issue of whether control
rights are assigned in a manner that leads to efficient restructuring outcomes. There is
a strong association between the continued involvement of management and adverse postreorganization outcomes. Hotchkiss (1995) observes operating performance following reorganization and emergence from Chapter 11 and finds that over 40% of these firms experience
losses while 32% eventually re-file. Altman, Kant, and Rattanaruengyot (2009) attribute
incidences of re-filing, or “Chapter 22”, to both excess debt in the capital structure upon
emergence and poor operating performance. Judges may influence the tilt of control rights
insofar as they have personal or externally-imposed biases for or against management and
equity holders. Chang and Schoar (2013) demonstrate that measurable biases in judicial
preferences exist and that pro-debtor judges are associated with poor post-bankruptcy outcomes. Iverson (2014) finds that the extent to which judges defer to incumbent managers
varies with caseload and that busy judges, who are biased in favor of managers, lead to a
4

Ayotte, Hotchkiss, and Thorburn (2012) provide a literature review of corporate governance in
bankruptcy. Altman and Hotchkiss (2005) give a broad overview of distress and bankruptcy.
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higher rate of recidivism.
More recent literature has emphasized the re-capture of control rights by secured creditors through covenants in DIP loan contracts. McGlaun (2007) finds that secured lenders
cause debtors to sell assets more quickly. Ayotte and Morrison (2009), noting that managers and equity holders have little control during Chapter 11, also find that over-secured
creditors result in a higher incidence of asset sales. Woo (2011) studies the impact of the
passage of concentrated risk capital regulations for banks and finds that they attenuate the
liquidation bias for bank lenders. Using a calibrated bargaining model, Jenkins and Smith
(2014) estimate that the cost of inefficient liquidation is, on average, 28% of firm value. Not
all studies of secured lender control during bankruptcy suggest that the outcome is necessarily one of inefficient liquidation, however. Dahiya, John, Puri, and Ramirez (2003) find
that DIP-financed firms are more likely to reorganize. Eckbo, Thorburn, and Wang (2016)
find that the use of DIP financing is a means by which secured creditors replace poorlyperforming managers. Gilson, Hotchkiss, and Osborn (2016) find that the use of secured
debt is associated with higher rates of M&A in bankruptcy, and that these sales are efficient
and preserve firm value.
While the finance literature has examined distortions on the extreme sides of the capital
structure, more attention has been paid to unsecured creditors as the default locus of control
by the legal literature. Harner and Marincic (2011), using a sample of 292 cases from 20022008, find that cases with UCCs are more likely to result in liquidation. Lubben (2009),
though focusing on the impact of secured lenders, finds that the existence of a UCC is
a positive indicator for reorganization. Bris, Welch, and Zhu (2006) control for the UCC
in their baseline specifications and find that cases with UCCs are associated with lower
durations between plan submission and confirmation and that they are more likely to result
in APR violations that benefit unsecured creditors. Jiang, Li, and Wang (2012) and Ellias
(2015) both document the use of the UCC by hedge funds as a means of control to limit
7

managerial rent-seeking. In a case study of the 1989 bankruptcy filing of Eastern Airlines,
Weiss and Wruck (1998) detail the evolution of the UCC’s attitude towards Eastern’s viability
as a going concern.
A number of studies have emphasized innovations in the bankruptcy process and increased levels of specialization that have broadly shifted the locus of control from debtors to
creditors over the course of the past four decades. Skeel (2003) and Baird and Rasmussen
(2010) argue that a major driver of this trend is the advent of DIP financing as a means of
control by secured creditors. Another explanation is that Chapter 11 has experienced enhanced efficiency through greater specialization by hedge funds and other activist investors.
Hotchkiss and Mooradian (1997) study the gains from having distress investors in key managerial positions in the firm, and Jiang, Li, and Wang (2012) find that forced CEO turnover
and losses of exclusivity also contribute to enhanced efficiency. Ellias (2015) also notes the
trend in increased activism by hedge funds, and Lim (2015) focuses on specializations in
procedure as the means by which hedge funds add value in Chapter 11. A third explanation
for the shift in control is that executive compensation packages have become tailored in a
way that better aligns them with efficient restructuring outcomes (Skeel, 2003). Bharath,
Panchapagesan, and Werner (2014) highlight the outcome of these trends in the drastic
decline in violations of APR and the increased speed of restructuring in recent years.
Finally, this paper relates to the literature on costly renegotiation and coordination failures. Although it is difficult to arrive at an endogenous solution that involves delay, even in
non-cooperative bargaining models as pointed out by Gul and Sonnenschein (1988), there is
an overwhelming amount of anecdotal and empirical evidence that bargaining in bankruptcy
involves significant costs and delays. Kalay, Singhal, and Tashjian (2007) and Baird and
Rasmussen (2010) note that firms with complex capital structures have trouble coming to
agreement in maintaining operational performance in bankruptcy and arriving at a restructuring plan. Ayotte and Morrison (2009) find that bargaining between different classes of
8

creditors can lead to distortions. Jenkins and Smith (2014) model delayed bargaining as
an exogenous transaction cost that junior creditors may choose to pay in order to wrest
control from secured creditors. Lim (2015) finds that the presence of hedge funds in different
classes of creditors can lead to procedural inefficiencies. While Eklund and Roberts (1997)
and Gwynne (2006) discuss the issues arising from competing incentives within the class
of unsecured creditors, Harner and Marincic (2011) find that conflicts among members of
the UCC do not result in significant differences in bankruptcy durations. Weiss and Wruck
(1998) provide details on how intra-committee tensions were resolved in the case of Eastern
Airlines and also describe the conflict between the UCC, management, and the bankruptcy
judge. Although the holdout problem is largely mitigated in Chapter 11 by bankruptcy
voting rules that do not require unanimity, this paper also relates to studies of this type of
coordination failure in distressed debt renegotiation as studied by Gilson (1990), Asquith,
Gertner, and Scharfstein (1994), and James (1996). Ivashina, Iverson, and Smith (2015) do
not find a strong connection between increased concentration in claims through trading and
restructuring outcomes.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides institutional detail
about bankruptcy in the U.S. and the role of the UCC. Section 3 describes the data. Section
4 lays out the empirical methodology. Section 5 presents results and section 6 discusses their
policy implications. Section 7 concludes.

2

Institutional Background

2.1

Chapter 11 Bankruptcy

Bankruptcy is the legal system that governs contractual default between parties to a
financial agreement when a plan regarding the future of the defaulting party cannot be agreed
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upon through private negotiations. This paper focuses specifically on corporate bankruptcy.5
Although many types of contractual default may exist, the typical trigger for a corporate
bankruptcy is the inability to meet a scheduled debt payment. In practice, corporations may
also file for bankruptcy if they find that certain claims to firm value, such as those arising
from litigation or union agreements, pose a significant threat to the continuation of the firm.
In the U.S., bankruptcy is a federal procedure that is laid out in the Bankruptcy Code.
Chapter 7 of the Code governs liquidation procedures while Chapter 11 outlines a process
that allows firms to reorganize and continue operating. In Chapter 7, the assets of the
firm (the bankruptcy estate) are handed over to an independent trustee who then organizes
the firm’s liquidation, usually via auction. In Chapter 11, firm managers are allowed to
continue operating the business while they engage in structured bargaining with creditors
to devise a plan for the future of the business. This dual system, and the “friendliness”
of Chapter 11 towards incumbent managers, has resulted in two stylized facts. First, the
overwhelming majority of filings are voluntarily initiated by the firm’s managers, and this
often occurs before an actual default takes place. Second, most large firms elect for Chapter
11 bankruptcy, even if liquidation is the goal from the outset. This is because managers
prefer a system that allows them to continue overseeing the operations of the firm.6 In
addition to these facts, bankruptcy proceedings that are initiated in Chapter 7, whether
voluntarily or involuntarily, can be converted to Chapter 11 if the debtor so chooses. As a
result, it is the system laid out in Chapter 11 that is typically viewed as the threat point in
pre-bankruptcy bargaining and capital structure choices.
The objective of Chapter 11 is to maximize the value of the claims on the firm in a
way that is consistent with the contractual priority of those claims. For firms that are
5

Other types of bankruptcy include personal and municipal bankruptcy.
There are few studies explicitly comparing the choice of Chapter 7 versus Chapter 11 bankruptcy. Bris,
Welch, and Zhu (2006) are the notable exception. In their sample, 74 out of 373 firms file directly for Chapter
7, and these tend to be smaller companies in weaker financial positions.
6
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still operational, the key challenge is to identify which of the firm’s projects, if any, yield
a positive net present value (NPV). These should be kept in operation while any negative
NPV projects should be liquidated. The hypothetical emerging firm consists of a continuing
business with a certain value plus the cash proceeds of any sales. This value should then
be distributed to pre-existing claim holders in a way that allows the continuing business to
emerge with an optimal amount of debt in place, according to traditional corporate trade-off
theory, and enough cash to be safely liquid. If the agreed-upon firm value is less than the
value of its pre-existing debt claims, then the old equity holders should receive no payout
while some fraction of the old debt holders should receive equity claims on the new firm,
with the junior-most creditors absorbing the value shortfall. If the agreed-upon firm value
is greater than the value of its pre-existing debt claims, then equity holders should receive
some share of the equity in the new business. The extent to which debt claims in the new
firm are optimally allocated in terms of maturity and priority depends in large part on the
specific nature of the firm and the industry in which it operates, although in practice will
depend mainly on the specific preferences of its creditors.
The participants in a Chapter 11 case include the firm’s managers, the bankruptcy judge,
the U.S. Trustee and his or her attorney representative, the claim holders of the firm, and
potentially a private trustee.7 Managers control the firm, at least at the onset of the case,
and simultaneously attempt to formulate a plan of restructuring or liquidation. Judges
wield significant influence over the case in that they have veto power over essentially every
action of the manager, from firm operation to plan approval. The U.S. Trustee, usually
acting through an attorney, is part of a government system separate but related to the court
and acts as an administrative agent throughout the bankruptcy, ensuring that the debtor
7

Members of the board of directors play a limited role in most bankruptcy cases. They face heightened
litigation risk due to uncertainty over where their fiduciary duties lie and have little incentive to contradict
claim holders that actively participate in the case. In addition, Gilson (1990) finds that more than half of
board seats turn over in the course of the bankruptcy.
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conforms with procedures and distributes information to creditors. Claim holders interact
with the bankruptcy process in various manners, much like the claim holders of a nonbankrupt firm, although explicit control rights take a very different form. Private trustees
(not to be confused with the U.S. Trustee) only become involved if managers are deemed
unfit to oversee the estate and an independent outsider must step in.
A Chapter 11 case usually commences with a bankruptcy petition and a series of reports
outlining the debtor’s finances, managers, recent financial performance and transfers, and
major claim holders. Debtors also typically file a number of motions establishing their
ordinary course of business with the court and ensuring the continuation of their operations.
Meanwhile, the U.S. Trustee attempts to convene a UCC and organizes an informational
meeting for all creditors known as the §341 Meeting. The debtor then has 120 days during
which it has the exclusive right to file a plan with the court.8 If the debtor is able to submit
a plan of reorganization (or liquidation) to the court by the end of its exclusivity period, it
is then granted 60 days during which it has the exclusive right to solicit votes for the plan.
If it fails to submit a plan during the exclusivity period, then other parties such as banks,
hedge funds, or committees of claim holders may submit competing plans. In order for a
plan to pass a vote, all impaired classes (as defined by the plan) must accept the plan, where
acceptance requires a passing vote by at least two-thirds in amount and one-half in number
within each class.9 Even if a plan does not pass according to voting rules, a judge may still
order that the plan be carried out in what is often referred to as a “cram-down”. After the
confirmation of a plan, the bankruptcy case may still remain open for several months, and
in some cases years, so that the court may oversee the implementation of the plan.
Not all Chapter 11 cases result in a confirmed plan, however. At any point, if a party
8

Managers may file motions to extend the exclusivity period if they expect the plan formation process
to take longer than 120 days.
9
Unimpaired creditors are deemed to accept the plan and classes receiving no distribution, typically
equity holders, are deemed to reject the plan. The votes of these classes do not count, unless they can
convince the court that they would have received a higher distribution in Chapter 7.
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to the case feels that the debtor’s estate is being mismanaged and that the value of payouts
to claim holders would be maximized under Chapter 7, then he or she may file a motion
to convert. Motions to convert are heavily scrutinized by judges, though, and are usually
only granted when mismanagement is extreme. The plurality of cases end up in dismissal,
which could come about for a number of reasons. Simpler cases may end up in private
work-outs that resemble reorganization plans but are agreed upon unanimously by all claim
holders outside the traditional Chapter 11 process. Alternatively, the firm may be acquired
or liquidated in Chapter 11, neither as part of a plan or a conversion. This process is often
known as a §363 sale, and used to be limited to discrete assets such as business divisions,
although more recently it has been used to facilitate acquisitions of the entire firm. A key
distinction between Chapter 7 and Chapter 11 sales is that managers play a much larger role
in the sale process in Chapter 11. Finally, if reorganization seems unlikely and a majority
of the firm’s assets are encumbered by liens, the judge may lift the automatic stay, allow
secured creditors to foreclose on the firm’s assets, and dismiss the case. There are a small
number of cases, mostly involving negligible assets, in which no resolution is reached and
the case is dismissed due to inactivity.

2.2

Unsecured Creditors’ Committees

Control rights in Chapter 11 are, by default, assigned to unsecured creditors. They
are the only committee of claim holders who are mandated according to federal statute.10
UCCs may hire legal counsel and professional bankruptcy specialists at the expense of the
bankruptcy estate. While other official committees can form, this is at the discretion of the
U.S. Trustee and usually comes about first through the formation of ad-hoc committees that
then file motions for official recognition.
10

§1102 of the Bankruptcy Code reads: “As soon as practicable after the order for relief under chapter
11 of this title, the United States trustee shall appoint a committee of creditors holding unsecured claims”.
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Much as equity holders are given control rights in healthy companies because they are the
residual claimants to firm value, unsecured creditors are given special treatment in Chapter
11 because they are most likely to be the residual claimants to firm value. According to
an article on the UCC in the American Bankruptcy Institute Journal, one of the reasons
for the UCC is that “general unsecured creditors might be viewed as having the most to
lose should a chapter 11 debtor’s reorganization fail. It is for this reason that unsecured
creditors may be the most benefited by a thorough monitoring of the debtor’s affairs” (Ayer,
Bernstein, Friedland, and Bennett, 2004). Unsecured creditors may not necessarily be the
residual claimants, however. When companies default for reasons of illiquidity but not
insolvency, residual status still resides with equity holders. In the event of extreme distress, or
when unsecured creditors hold only a narrow tranche of the firm’s capital structure, secured
creditors may hold the residual claims. The Bankruptcy Code reflects this uncertainty. It
assigns control by default to unsecured creditors while explicitly recognizing that equity
holders are the next most likely group of claimants to require official committee status. It
also leaves open the possibility for other types of committees including those comprised of
secured creditors, however.
One of the key tasks of the U.S. Trustee in a Chapter 11 case is to appoint a UCC. In the
first few days of the bankruptcy, the debtor must file a list of its top twenty largest unsecured
creditors.11 Using this list and any other available information on unsecured creditors, the
U.S. Trustee usually sends out a questionnaire to gauge interest in serving on the UCC. In
some cases, when an overwhelming number of unsecured creditors are willing to accept a
position, the U.S. Trustee will appoint a UCC based on responses to the questionnaire alone.
In some districts, particularly Delaware and the Southern District of New York (NYS), it
is common for the attorney representing the U.S. Trustee to hold a physical meeting of
11
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unsecured creditors within the first two weeks of the case for the express purpose of forming
the UCC. In most other districts, when there is not strong interest in UCC membership
early in the case, the U.S. Trustee’s attorney will hold a UCC formation meeting on the day
of the §341 meeting.
In deciding whether to serve on the UCC, unsecured creditors must weigh the expected
value of the additional recovery on their claims against the costly effort associated with
UCC membership as well as the potential for future litigation. Membership in the UCC
usually carries the responsibility of numerous calls and meetings, and in cases when there
is conflict within committees or between different classes of claimants, negotiations can be
extremely contentious. In addition, the Bankruptcy Code makes it clear that the fiduciary
duty of a UCC member is to the whole class of unsecured creditors. On certain occasions,
highly specialized investors such as hedge funds may file motions to receive official committee
status independent from the UCC in order to avoid this fiduciary burden even if the majority
of their claims are unsecured. Committee members may also be subject to restrictions on
claims trading.
As the only statutory committee in Chapter 11, the UCC has significant influence over
the bankruptcy. Its members have access to confidential information about the debtor and
are usually involved in the debtor’s formulation of a restructuring plan. Committees that
are aligned with the debtor can bolster managers by coordinating unsecured creditors in
support of a plan, submitting statements of support for managers’ actions or motions to
extend the exclusivity period, and objecting to attacks on the debtor by other parties. A
UCC aligned against the debtor can significantly impair managers by coordinating unsecured
creditors against a plan, filing motions for conversion, appointing a private trustee, limiting
the exclusivity period, and objecting to any number of managerial actions including the use
of cash collateral. Appendix Table A1 describes some of the main categories of UCC motions
and their frequency in the docket reports of corporate lead cases.
15

UCCs are predominantly composed of trade creditors. These creditors can range anywhere from small contractors to large suppliers such as 3M or the Coca-Cola Company.
Trade creditors make up approximately 80% of all committee members and are present on
essentially every committee. The next most frequent members of the UCC are individuals,
who constitute 8% of total membership. It is difficult to identify the incentives of individual
members, however, because the nature of their claims may range from unpaid wages to arbitration awards. Distress investors and bondholders collectively make up 5.6% of committee
members. While professional associations, unions, and current or former employees collectively make up only 1.3% of committee members, they are present on over 6% of committees.
Finally, banks appear on the UCC very infrequently and make up less than 1% of committee
membership. The remainder consist of pension funds, the PBGC, trusts, and other types of
institutional investors.

3

Data
This study includes all Chapter 11 bankruptcy cases filed between January 1st, 2004 and

July 30th, 2014 involving at least $10 million in assets as stated on the initial bankruptcy
petition. It covers all of the 90 bankruptcy courts located in the U.S. excluding territories
with the exception of the Southern District of Texas.

3.1

PACER

Federal appellate, district, and bankruptcy court documents are part of the public record
and are accessible through a centralized online repository called Public Access to Court
Electronic Records (PACER). Bankruptcy records were made systematically available on
PACER starting in 2004. This study is the first to use bankruptcy data from PACER across
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all 50 states and for a broad range of firm sizes.12 PACER charges a $0.10 fee per case queried,
page downloaded, or HTML page viewed, but individual courts can grant fee exemptions
for the purpose of research.13 Figure I shows the geographic distribution of corporate lead
cases across bankruptcy districts (the process of narrowing the sample to corporate leads is
described in subsection 3.1.1).
A PACER case query returns 16-17 information fields depending on the court. These
fields are described in Appendix Table A2. The most important field is the Docket Report,
which is a comprehensive index of all actions that take place in the bankruptcy and all
documents associated with these actions. Figure II shows a hypothetical docket for the first
day of a large Chapter 11 case. Docket rows list the date of entry along with a unique
identification number and, if a document is associated with the entry, the number of pages
in the document and the PACER link to the document. The docket description usually
begins with the category of court action, i.e. motion, and ends with the name of the filing
entity as well as the name of the individual who created the entry. As the case progresses,
docket entries usually contain references to prior related docket entries.
The following subsections describe the process of parsing key variables from the docket,
court documents, and other raw data fields returned by the PACER case query.
3.1.1

Sample Refinement

Chapter 11 case numbers were obtained from two sources: Bankruptcy Datasource by
New Generation Research and a list of Chapter 11 bankruptcies involving between $10 $100 million provided by the Administrative Office of U.S. courts (AO). New Generation
Research includes all public company filings as well as private corporations that have over
$100 million in assets, have issued public debt, or are deemed “significant and newsworthy”.
12

As noted in Iverson (2014), “Due to the difficulty of obtaining this data directly from the U.S. Courts
these studies have typically been limited in scope, typically focusing only on a subset of bankruptcy districts
or only on public firms.”
13
The Southern District of Texas is the only bankruptcy court that does not grant research exemptions.
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The AO identifies size based on estimated assets buckets according to checkboxes on each
bankruptcy petition. After excluding cases filed in U.S. territories or the Southern District
of Texas, the union of these two data sources consists of 9,672 unique case numbers.
A significant fraction of the initial 9,672 cases are not corporate lead bankruptcy filings.
For firms with subsidiaries that have issued debt at the subsidiary level, it is common for a
separate Chapter 11 petition to be filed concurrently for each subsidiary and a motion for
joint administration with the parent case to be filed on the first day of the bankruptcy. If
the motion for joint administration is granted, a single judge presides over all bankruptcy
proceedings but still treats each subsidiary as a separate business entity.14 All actions are
usually recorded on the docket of whichever case is designated as the lead. I identify jointlyadministered cases by a) searching for all cases listed as jointly-administered or consolidated
in the Associated Cases page, b) searching docket descriptions for joint administration motions that contain other case numbers, and c) searching the text of joint administration
motions for other case numbers. I manually confirmed the joint administration status of all
cases found using methods b) and c). I exclude non-lead cases but aggregate subsidiary data
at the parent level when necessary.15
For a period between mid-2006 and 2007, many bankruptcy courts modified the Chapter
11 petition and combined certain categories of checkboxes indicating asset size. In these
courts, there was only a single checkbox for the $1-$100 million category and so the cases
provided by the AO were over-inclusive for this period. Also, some case numbers were
provided despite the fact that the petition indicated assets of less than $10 million. I first
excluded these obvious cases by reviewing petitions manually. Then, for cases that had
checked the $1-$100 million box, I obtained assets by first searching their Schedules of
14

This is contrasted with a substantive consolidation, in which case all subsidiaries and their claims are
rolled up into the parent case.
15
72 subsidiary cases had parent cases that involved assets of less than $10 million and are not in the
sample.
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Assets and Liabilities and then their balance sheets.16 I also exclude cases that consistently
reported consolidated total assets of less than $10 million in their Schedules of Assets and
Liabilities as well as their balance sheets despite having checked the box on the petition
indicating that their total assets were greater than $10 million.17 In addition, I exclude
cases that were administered under separate small businesses bankruptcy rules.
The sample provided by the AO includes all Chapter 11 cases, a number of which were
filed by individuals. I first identify individuals by manually reviewing checkboxes on the
Chapter 11 petition indicating the debtor’s identity as a business or individual. I also exclude
all cases for which Social Security Numbers (and not Employer Identification Numbers) are
listed as the Tax Identifier in the Case Summary.18
Because a significant fraction of cases are terminated in the early stages of bankruptcy
proceedings, I construct exclusion criteria based on the timing or reason for termination.
Based on docket and document text searches, I exclude cases that were either deemed bad
faith filings by the judge or dismissed for failing to attend the §341 Meeting, failure to file
mandatory Chapter 11 petition documents, failing to pay filing fees, failing to obtain counsel,
or some combination of these offenses.19 In addition, I exclude cases that were dismissed
for erroneous filings, filed in the improper venue, or immediately withdrew their involuntary
petitions. Then, based on docket searches, I located the order of conversion or dismissal and
the motion that resulted in that order. I additionally exclude cases in which the motion to
convert or dismiss that resulted in the final conversion or dismissal was filed before the §341
Meeting.20
16

Debtors often exclude assets that are hard to value from the Schedule of Assets and Liabilities. If
liabilities were reported at over $15 million but assets listed on the Schedules were less than $10 million,
I use the maximum total assets amount reported on any balance sheet as the representative total assets
number.
17
This does not include cases which excluded certain assets because they were hard to value.
18
These cases are most likely sole proprietorships. Despite being businesses, sole proprietorships receive
different treatment in bankruptcy due to personal exemption rules.
19
Corporate debtors must be represented by legal counsel in Chapter 11 proceedings.
20
If most U.S. Trustee attorneys wait until the §341 Meeting to form the UCC and a motion to convert
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I exclude all pre-packaged bankruptcies, as indicated by a checkbox on the petition
or by the submission of a Chapter 11 plan on the first day or proceedings, because the
mandatory UCC formation attempt is waived for these cases. I also exclude cases that were
transferred mid-way through proceedings and for which the pre- and post-transfer dockets
were maintained separately.21 In addition, I exclude all non-profits, family trusts, churches,
professional associations, and railroads, and any case with a legal form of organization that
is foreign. For misreported chapters, I exclude cases that were actually Chapter 7 (and never
Chapter 11) bankruptcies, Chapter 15 bankruptcies, or Section 304 bankruptcies.
For missing data, I exclude cases that never provided a full estimate of total assets, cases
without claims registers, cases filed in the early part of the sample that do not have docket
links, and cases for which I could find no committee formation or §341 meeting dates. In
addition, I exclude one case that formed but then dissolved its UCC due to an error in claims
noticing and was then unable to re-form the committee. I also exclude Lehman Brothers
because its docket and body of case files are prohibitively large for computing purposes.
The remaining sample consists of 2,826 cases. Docket reports and, by association, the
links for all documents associated with each case were retrieved on October 15th, 2014.
As of that date, 151 cases (or 5.3% of the sample) had not reached a disposition and are
excluded.22 Data on total assets and liabilities are subject to misreporting and are sourced
from scanned PDF files that have been converted to text using optical character recognition
(OCR) software. For these reasons, I trim leverage at the 1% and 99% levels, excluding
an additional 54 cases. Summary statistics are reported in Table I for the remaining 2,621
observations.
or dismiss is being considered by the judge while the §341 Meeting is taking place, it is unlikely that a UCC
will form and, if it does, that it will have much impact on the brief remainder of the case.
21
I include in the sample any transfers that maintain a single docket.
22
I count plan confirmation, conversion to Chapter 7, dismissal, and a sale of substantially all of the firm’s
assets as dispositions. Data for these 151 cases will be retrieved manually at a later date.
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3.1.2

Committees

The committee existence variable was constructed based on committee appointment notices in the docket report. When a UCC is appointed, the attorney for the U.S. Trustee
typically files a document indicating the identities of the committee members. In some
cases, this document is filed even if a committee is not appointed. Most courts have different terminology surrounding committee appointment. The list of search terms for UCC
appointment notices can be found in the Online Appendix. In addition, I exclude a number
of terms indicating non-UCC committees. The exclusion terms can also be found in the
Online Appendix.
Based on the UCC appointment notices found, I then categorized them based on whether
they were positive or negative indicators for committee formation. Negative indicators were
identified based on a list of terms that can be found in the Online Appendix, and appointment
notices were counted as positive otherwise. I then searched manually for docket entries
containing the word “committee” and found an additional 16 UCCs.
I identified committees other than UCCs based on docket searches of 248 distinct nonUCC terms. I created this list by manually reviewing all docket entries containing the word
“committee”. The list of these search terms can be found in the Online Appendix. I group
non-UCC committees into 25 classes: bond-holders, borrowers, consumers, contractors, unspecified creditors, depositors, employees, equity holders, executives, franchisees, junior claim
holders, lease-holders, lien-holders, pass-throughs, pension-holders, preferred equity holders,
residents, retirees, secured creditors, tort claimants, trade creditors, trust beneficiaries, union
members, non-UCC unsecured creditors, and other.
UCC membership data is sourced from the committee appointment notice. I then categorized committee members using text searches. To identify banks, I searched manually for
popular bank names such as “Wells Fargo” and also included any committee with “Bank” or
“Bancorp” in its name. In order to identify distress funds, I first formed a list of distress fund
21

names. This list was obtained from the union of the lists provided by Capital IQ and the Distressed Debt Investing site that can be found at http://www.distressed-debt-investing.
com, which in turn obtained its original list from Jongha Lim. I matched member names
with names on this list using the difflib fuzzy matching algorithm with a cut-off of 0.7, and
then manually checked matches to ensure accuracy. The remaining funds, or any members
with “capital”, “fund”, or “invest” in their name, were categorized as other hedge funds.
Individuals were categorized based on the composition of a name as a set of two words, two
words separated by an abbreviated middle name, or a string starting with “Mr.” or “Ms.” or
ending with a suffix such as “Jr.”. I then excluded matches that contained non-proper nouns
such as “Express Manufacturing”. The PBGC was identified based on matches for “Pension
Benefit”, pension funds for any names containing “Pension”, professional associations for
any names containing “Association” that were then manually vetted for non-professional associations, and unions for matches of the terms “Workers”, “Union”, “Guild”, or “Local”. I
separately identified American Express, General Growth Properties, Simon Properties, UPS,
AT&T, PSE&G, General Electric, any name containing “Health”, and any name containing
“Trust”. The remaining names were categorized as trade creditors. With the exception of
litigation claimants who are difficult to identify by name, these categorizations are largely
consistent with those provided in unsecured creditors lists when those categorizations were
available.
Appendix Table A4 provides a random sample of estimated UCC member types compared
to actual types provided by the debtor.23 The table highlights the fact that most members
are estimated as trade creditors and that this is generally accurate. The only case in which a
trade creditor was falsely-identified was one in which the company actually held a litigation
claim against the debtor. It is also worth noting that individuals possess a variety of different
types of claims on the firm. These claims include litigation claims, personal loans to the
23

Actual types are not used because this information is only provided by a small fraction of debtors.
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firm, professional fees, or unpaid wages.
In order to construct the instrumental variable used in this study, I first had to identify
the U.S. Trustee attorney that was assigned to each case. Because attorneys often change
over the course of a bankruptcy, I attempted to identify the attorney who was assigned to
the case during the UCC formation process. I began by searching any documents submitted
that verified the formation or non-formation of the UCC. The signature line almost always
provides the name of the U.S. Trustee for the region as well as the name of the attorney
assigned to the case, who is typically the person who actually signs the document. For cases
with these files, I identify the attorney as the actual signature provider. If no report was
provided, I then searched the docket for entries submitted on behalf of the U.S. Trustee. I
identified as the attorney the individual who submitted the docket entry in order of priority
as follows: i) if the docket entry referenced committee formation (but had no document
attached), ii) if the docket entry referenced the first §341 meeting of creditors, and iii) if
only one individual ever submitted docket entries on behalf of the U.S. Trustee. Of the
sample of individuals identified, I verified manually using broad based internet searches that
they were all licensed attorneys working for the U.S. Trustee.24 The final sample contains
375 unique attorney names. For the remaining cases, I searched all text-readable documents
for the set of attorney names found using previous methods. If more than one name was
found, I manually selected the attorney most likely in charge of UCC formation based on
frequency of reference, timing of reference, and the nature of the documents in which the
attorney was referenced. I was unable to identify a U.S. Trustee attorney in 64 cases.

3.1.3

Claims

Data on claims are largely collected from the claims register, which is one of the information fields returned by a PACER case query. Case registers are electronic databases of
24

Information on most lawyers working in the U.S. is available at martindale.com or avvo.com.
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claims typically maintained by the clerk of court after a creditor submits a proof of claim.
Figure III shows a hypothetical claims register. Data contained within a claims register
entry usually include the unique creditor identification number assigned by the court, the
creditor’s name and address, the date when the claim was entered, the total amount of the
claim, the amount of claim by type, and sometimes details or remarks about the claim. The
fields within electronic claims registers are mostly standardized across courts, although the
fields under which dollar amounts listed vary. Most courts list amounts as claimed, although
some distinguish between claimed and allowed, where the allowed value may differ if a court
invalidates all or part of the claim. In addition, some courts are precise about differentiating between the four main classes of claim, unsecured, secured, administrative, and priority,
while others will often list amounts as unknown. The claims registers of jointly-administered
subsidiary cases are appended to the register of the lead case.
In 310 cases, claims registers were maintained by outside claims agents. This is typical
of large bankruptcies, often in NYS or Delaware. These claims registers usually appear as
docket entries or as a PDF attachment to a single claims register entry. All non-electronic
claims registers were scanned using OCR software and then parsed. They came in 12 main
formats according to the claims agent.25 Data fields vary across formats, but all differentiate
between the major classes of claims as in the standard electronic claims register. If amount
type (claimed, allowed, and in some cases scheduled ) was not listed, I counted the amount
as claimed.
Individual claims were first aggregated at the creditor level. For the non-electronic claims
registers, which did not possess unique creditor identifiers, I generated pseudo creditor identifiers based on a fuzzy matching algorithm on the creditor’s name and address. If the
creditor’s address was missing, I ran a second and stricter fuzzy matching algorithm based
25

Major claims agents include Kurtzman Carson Consultants, Epiq Bankruptcy Solutions, BMC Group,
and Donlin Recano.
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on name alone. If the creditor’s name and address were missing, I counted the claim as a
unique creditor.
The creditors dataset consists of 592,885 creditor-case observations. Creditor Num is
the total number of unique creditors per case based on the creditor identifier. Claims of
less than $1 were then dropped, and the dataset was trimmed at the 99.99% level. For the
four main classes of claim, the representative amount was taken as the maximum over the
claimed, allowed, and scheduled categories.26 Unsec. HHI is the sum of squared fractions of
each unsecured claim relative to total unsecured claims, where both priority and unsecured
count as unsecured claims. Unsec. Fraction is the total value of unsecured claims relative
to the sum of the four main classes of claim, where both priority and unsecured count as
unsecured claims. General Fraction is the fraction of unsecured claims relative to the sum
of priority and unsecured claims.

3.1.4

Outcomes

The four main outcome types in this paper are Reorganized, Acquired, Liquidated, and
Dismissed. I consider a case reorganized if a plan confirmation date was listed in the Case
Summary and the confirmed plan involved neither the sale of substantially all the assets of
the firm nor the assignment of substantially all the assets of the firm to a liquidation trustee.
I consider a case acquired if substantially all the assets of the firm were sold to a single buyer
or consortium of buyers, either through a purchase agreement in the docket or as part of a
confirmed Chapter 11 plan. I consider a case liquidated if it was either converted to Chapter
7 or if a Chapter 11 plan was confirmed that assigned substantially all the assets of the firm
to a liquidation trustee. I consider a case dismissed if a dismissal date was provided in the
Case Summary and no other outcome was reached. If the Case Summary gave a date for
more than one outcome type, I manually search the docket to determine the true outcome.
26

In the vast majority of cases, only one of these categories is populated.
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This may happen if, for example, a plan is confirmed but the outside financing required to
consummate the plan is withdrawn and the case is later converted to Chapter 7. I count
these cases as conversions. Alternatively, if substantially all of the firm’s assets were sold in
Chapter 11 and then an order of dismissal was entered, I count this as an acquisition. If no
date was provided for any of the four outcome types, I manually searched docket entries for
orders of conversion, confirmation, or dismissal and identified final orders. I use final order
dates as outcome dates.

3.1.5

Other Variables

Basic information such as the date of filing and district in which the case was filed were
mainly sourced from the Case Summary. Legal form of organization was determined based
on the name of the debtor, i.e. the inclusion of terms such as “LLC”, or manual searches
of the bankruptcy petition in cases where the title was not sufficiently informative. The
number of adversary cases was obtained from the Associated Cases page based on any case
categorized as an “Adversary Proceeding” or “AP”.
Unfortunately, mandatory reporting of industry codes was only implemented recently.
For case identifiers in the New Generation Research sample, I used the 4-digit SIC codes
provided by their internal summary report. Based on case document searches of “industry
code”, “naics”, and “sic”, I was only able to find an additional 38 cases. I manually classified
834 cases by using the descriptions following a document text search for the phrases “debtor is
a” or “in the business of”. 25% of observations were classified using Capital IQ data. Finally,
I count all cases that indicated on the bankruptcy petition that they were single-asset real
estate entities in a separate industry category. For the remainder, I convert all NAICS
codes to SIC codes. Aside from the single-asset real estate entities or SIC codes related to
real estate (codes 6510-6560), fixed effects were categorized based on the 30 Fama-French
industries. 9.9% of observations remain unclassified and are controlled for separately.
26

There are two possible sources for asset and liability data. One is the Summary of
Schedules, which is part of the set of reports that must accompany each bankruptcy petition,
although courts often allow extensions to file Schedules. Debtors must itemize each piece
of real property (Schedule A), and personal property (Schedule B), each creditor holding
a secured claim (Schedule D), an unsecured priority claim (Schedule E), and an unsecured
non-priority claim (Schedule F). The Summary of Schedules aggregates these line items
into a high-level balance sheet. I identify the debtor’s Schedules by running text searches
of docket entries, since this is a standardized form across courts. After applying OCR to
these documents, I identify the Summary of Schedules using a Naive-Bayes Classification
algorithm, available in the Online Appendix. I then use a fuzzy text matching algorithm to
identify lines containing total assets and total liability data.
Alternatively, asset and liability data can be found in the balance sheets that usually
accompany the monthly operating reports that are supposed to be filed throughout the
bankruptcy. Monthly operating reports are identified based on docket searches for various
terms that can be found in the Online Appendix. After applying OCR to these documents,
I identify balance sheets using a Naive-Bayes Classification algorithm, also available in the
Online Appendix. I then use a fuzzy text matching algorithm to identify lines containing
total assets and total liability data.
The benefit of the Summary of Schedules is that it is a mandatory filing that is supposed
to be representative of the firm’s capital structure at the time of filing. Because of the
difficulty in itemizing each claim, however, most firms report a significant proportion of their
entries as “Unknown” and note in the Summary of Schedules that the aggregate numbers do
not actually reflect total amounts. In addition, individual line items from the Schedules are
often repeated across subsidiary cases. The benefit of using balance sheets from the monthly
operating reports is that they are usually consolidated at the parent case level and they are
less likely to reflect omissions. Because reporting enforcement of monthly operating reports
27

is less strict, however, many debtors omit the balance sheet from their monthly operating
reports. In addition, because of non-standard formatting and, in some cases, balance sheets
that are filled out by hand, OCR software is more susceptible to errors on balance sheets.
For final asset and liability figures (and the accompanying leverage variable, where leverage
is defined as

Liabilities
),
Assets

I use Summary of Schedule data by default and then replace these

figures with manually-checked balance sheet data when possible.
The provision of DIP financing was identified based on text searches of docket entries
for various search terms such as “dip financ” (searches were conducted in lower case). The
full list of terms is available in the Online Appendix. Similarly, CEO turnover was identified
based on docket entries containing the term “ceo” or “chief executive”. These entries were
then reviewed manually to identify turnover, since there is no standard terminology used
across courts when executives are replaced. The CEO turnover variable was supplemented
by Capital IQ data, described below. CEO turnover from the year prior to filing is collected
from the Statement of Financial Affairs. Question 22 of this form reads “If the debtor is a
corporation, list all officers, or directors whose relationship with the corporation terminated
within one year immediately prior.”27 I used text searches to identify these statements,
machine learning to identify which of these files actually contained statements of financial
affairs, and fuzzy text matching to pick out lines following Question 22. I then reviewed
these lines manually in order to identify CEO turnover.
In addition to CEO turnover, I use the Statement of Financial Affairs to obtain data on
prior and time-of-filing operating performance. Question 1 of this form is “State the gross
amount of income the debtor has received from employment, trade, or profession, or from
operation of the debtor’s business”, and the response headers are “Amount” and “Source”. I
identify amount based on what is listed in the first column. Because actual reported income
27

I also account for turnover of partners in the case of partnerships, but this variable is insignificant
throughout and so I only include CEO turnover in baseline regressions.
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varies substantially and is not often described accurately (some firms report earnings, others
revenues, others gross or net income), I only attempt to distinguish a) whether the amount
was $0 in the period of filing, b) whether the current reported amount is positive, c) whether
all prior years’ reports are positive, and d) whether all prior years were positive and the firm
never experienced a year-over-year decline in income greater than 25%. Operating report
data exists for only a subset of firms because some either do not respond to this question
or respond on an unconsolidated basis, making it difficult to ascertain total income across
subsidiaries.

3.2

Capital IQ

To supplement data on industry, operational performance, manager turnover, and recidivism, I merged debtor names with a list of names obtained from Capital IQ based on those
firms that experienced bankruptcy between 2004 and 2015. I was able to match 63% of cases.
Of those, 84% were matched based on the difflib fuzzy matching algorithm (all matches were
checked manually) and another 16% based on manual searches of the Capital IQ interface for
cases involving over $50 million in assets. The second step was necessary because some firms
changed their names after bankruptcy. Approaching the $50 million threshold, virtually no
firms were matched.
Industries were identified in Capital IQ data based on the primary SIC code when provided. When not provided, they were classified manually based on the most informative
industry descriptions listed by Capital IQ as “Primary Industry”. Operational performance
was measured by EBITDA and the Capital IQ data supplemented the Statement of Financial
Affairs data for 77 observations. Management turnover was identified based on the “Key
Developments by Type” category, specifically for “Executive Changes - CEO”. I kept only
observations that experienced a CEO change in the year before or during the bankruptcy
but prior to disposition. Recidivism was identified based on data on the number of filings
29

and filing dates.
Capital IQ was also used to identify firms with publicly-held equity. I first identified the
sample of firms that were either listed as “Public” by Capital IQ or had populated observations for equity ticker or exchange. I then counted any firms with de-listing announcements
from U.S. stock exchanges as publicly held if the de-listing occurred within a year of the
bankruptcy filing date. For firms without de-listing announcements, I used broad-based internet searches to verify whether the firm was publicly traded at the time of its bankruptcy
filing. I assume that all observations not matched to Capital IQ data did not have publiclytraded equity because I manually verified any firms that were not matched down the the $50
million asset threshold.

4

Empirical Model
The purpose of this study is to test whether the UCC influences bankruptcy outcomes

and the amount of time spent in bankruptcy. The question is motivated by the fact that
U.S. Bankruptcy Code places control rights directly into the hands of the UCC.
The unit of observation is at the case level for all regressions. Data on claims are first
aggregated at the creditor level and then measures of claim dispersion across creditors and
creditor classes are aggregated at the case level. The baseline specification is an OLS regression of the form:
yi = α + βU CCi + γXi + πn + λy + τd + εi

(1)

yi represents measures of the bankruptcy outcome for case i which include indicators for reorganization, acquisition, liquidation, and dismissal as well as the duration of key periods of the
restructuring process in days and recidivism. U CCi is an indicator variable taking the value
of one if a UCC exists in case i. Xi is a set of case-level controls. Baseline controls (present
in all regressions) include indicators for legal form of organization (corporation or LLC),
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an indicator for publicly traded equity, ln(Assets), ln(Assets)2 , ln(Leverage), indicators for
CEO turnover in the year prior to the bankruptcy, whether the firm is a pension sponsor,
whether it is the lead case among a group of jointly-administered cases, ln(Adversaries), a
Herfindahl index of unsecured creditors, the fraction of the value of unsecured claims relative
to the value of total claims, ln(Creditor Num.), and an indicator for whether the firm received DIP financing during the bankruptcy. πn , λy , and τd denote fixed effects for industry,
year of filing, and district, respectively. Industries are first categorized by SIC code and
then sorted into the Fama-French 30 industry buckets plus the three categories described in
Section 3.1.5. τd is a set of fixed effects for the 89 bankruptcy districts covered in this study.
α is the intercept and εi is the error term. All standard errors are heteroskedasticity-robust
and clustered at the district level.
The key obstacle to identification is that there may be omitted variables that are correlated with UCC formation but affect bankruptcy outcomes. To first address this endogeneity
issue, I employ a 2SLS approach with U.S. Trustee attorney tendencies to form UCCs as
the instrumental variable (abbreviated Attorney-Committee Tendency, or ACT). ACT is a
leave-one-out measure that is equal to the fraction of other cases in which the assigned U.S.
Trustee attorney formed a UCC, excluding the observation itself. It is defined as:
n
P

ACTi,a=ã =

U CCj,a=ã − U CCi

j=0
n
P
j=0

1j,a=ã − 1

(2)

As above, i denotes the bankruptcy case. a represents the U.S. Trustee attorney, n denotes all
cases in the corporate lead sample with the exception of those in Alabama and North Carolina
as well as 64 cases in which no U.S. Trustee attorney could be identified. Placebo variables
are also constructed according to equation (2) except instead of U CC, the placebos measure
the number of total docket entries, non-objections, objections, and motions submitted on
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behalf of the U.S. Trustee.
In the 2SLS results, because the endogenous variable is binary, I use a probit model
in the first stage to generate predicted values for U CC. In order to avoid the Forbidden
Regression, I follow Wooldridge (2010) and use the predicted values from the probit model
as the instrument itself, rather than ACT . The model from equation (3) is then estimated
\
using 2SLS, where U
CCi is the set of predicted values from the first stage with the predicted
values from the probit model including ACT as the instrument.28

\
yi = α + β U
CCi + γXi + πn + λy + τd + εi

(3)

In the placebo tests, I use OLS to observe the effect of each placebo variable on the four
bankruptcy outcomes. The placebo variables, also leave-one-out measures of actions taken
by the U.S. Trustee attorney, capture the general involvement of the attorney in his or her
assigned cases through means other than UCC formation.
In addition to the 2SLS model, I address endogeneity issues further by utilizing propensity
scores to match cases in the sample with UCCs to those without UCCs. This method first
predicts the probability of a given bankruptcy outcome with a probit regression, where the
matching variables are corporation or LLC status, the presence of publicly-traded equity,
ln(Assets), ln(Leverage), lead case status, a Herfindahl Index of unsecured creditors, the
value of unsecured claims relative to the value of total claims, ln(Creditor Number), and the
Fama-French 30 industries plus two separate real estate categories and a dummy variable for
unclassified industry. Predicted probabilities are then used to match firms with committees
28

To avoid concerns that coefficients are being estimated off of the non-linearity of the probit model, I
explore the 2SLS with linear first-stage specifications in the appendix. Even though the consistency of the
2SLS model does not depend on the correct functional form in the first stage, Horrace and Oaxaca (2006)
point out that OLS-estimated probabilities of the LPM may be biased and inconsistent and that the extent
of these problems increase as the fraction of estimated probabilities outside the unit interval increases. They
suggest a trimmed estimator, which is a re-estimation of the LPM excluding observations outside the unit
interval. I present results for both the LPM and trimmed OLS in the first stage.
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to firms without committees based on a bi-weight kernel function with the default bandwidth
of 0.06. The average treatment effect on the treated (ATT) is then estimated using weighted
least squares.
This model mitigates the concern that the results may be driven by non-linear relationships between the covariates and the outcome variables across different groups of bankrupt
firms. Matching identifies the impact of the existence of a UCC by creating groups that
are comparable on observables and then estimating the treatment within-group. Although
it cannot account for bias that arises from differences in matched groups arising from unobservables, it serves as a robustness test to the IV model.

5

Results
The central hypothesis in this paper is that in the presence of a UCC, bankruptcy out-

comes are more likely to reflect the incentives of unsecured claim holders. Since most UCC
members are trade creditors, the presence of a UCC should be associated with outcomes
that deliver cash to unsecured creditors while maintaining trade relationships. Acquisitions
are the type of bankruptcy outcome most likely to benefit trade creditors. The presence of
distress funds, bondholders, or labor groups on the UCC, however, should result in higher
incidences of reorganization.

5.1

Summary Statistics and Baseline OLS

Table I presents summary statistics for the set of firms with UCCs (46%) and without
UCCs (54%). There is a stark difference between the outcomes of the two groups, with
acquisitions making up 27.7% of outcomes in cases with committees and only 5.6% in those
without them. Conversely, dismissals occur in only 9.6% of cases with committees but in
43.1% of cases without them. Even though the sample of firms with recidivism data is
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small, cases with UCCs are much more likely to re-file. Panels C and D indicate that there
are other clear differences between the two populations, however. Cases with committees
are much more likely to be corporations, publicly-held, or leads among a group of jointlyadministered cases, receive DIP financing, and experience CEO turnover. They are also
more likely to be accompanied by other types of committees, the most popular of which are
equity committees, even though the incidence of other committees is generally small. Cases
with UCCs are larger in terms of asset size but have lower leverage. Their creditors are less
concentrated and are almost an order of magnitude larger in terms of number. Unsecured
debt also makes up a higher fraction of total claims. Finally, they are affiliated with far more
adversary cases.
Panel E of the summary statistics table demonstrates the prominence of trade creditors
on the UCC. They are present in 97% of all committees and make up on average 80% of
the committee. Individuals are the next most common type of UCC member, present on
22% of all committees and making up on average 8% of the committee. Distress funds,
bondholders, labor groups, and banks appear less frequently on the UCC and make up only
a small fraction of total committee membership, but Table VIII demonstrates that they can
have a significant impact on outcomes when they are present.
Table II largely reflects these summary statistics. Controlling for a broad set of firm
characteristics, UCCs are associated with a 7.2% higher chance of an acquisition during
Chapter 11. This is mostly offset by a reduction in dismissals, however. This suggests that,
on average, the UCC does not have a large effect on the reorganization vs. non-reorganization
margin, but that it does influence the means of liquidation.
A surprising feature of Table II is that a number of variables that are proxies for firm
size are positively associated with acquisitions and negatively associated with reorganization.
These variables include indicators for total assets, the number of adversary cases affiliated
with the bankruptcy, and the presence of DIP financing. Because these firms are the most
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likely to still possess healthy operational units and may also be “too-big-to-fail”, one might
expect these variables to be positively associated with reorganization. This table emphasizes
that Chapter 11 has become fertile ground for M&A.
Figure VI plots the coefficients of the baseline OLS regression with separate indicator
variables that represent the number of members on each committee. All observations are
included, so the omitted group remains cases without committees. The figure reveals interesting dynamics based on committee size. Setting aside cases with committees that consist of
eight or more members, the other coefficients in panels (a) and (b) clearly indicate that UCCs
have little impact on reorganization and a strong positive impact on a firm’s chances of being
acquired during bankruptcy. These coefficients also indicate that the UCC has a negative
impact on the likelihood that the case results in liquidation or dismissal, with results slightly
stronger in the case of dismissal. Of the coefficients indicating committee size for UCCs with
seven or fewer members, results are generally weakest for cases with three members, which
is the minimum threshold for committee formation according to the U.S. Trustee. Focusing
instead on cases with eight or more creditors on the UCC, however, reveals a different story
about bankruptcy outcomes. For these cases, of which there are only 59 observations, the
UCC has a strong positive impact on reorganization and a negative impact on liquidation.
These cases are least likely to be random with respect to committee formation, however.
Overall, Figure VI suggests that small committees have a minimal impact on bankruptcy
outcomes, perhaps because of some reluctance to serve on the part of its members, while the
main results of this paper are driven by medium-sized committees. Large committees lead
to different outcomes, but these committees are also most likely to reflect omitted variables
bias.
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5.2

IV and Propensity Score Matching

Table III presents first-stage results from a 2SLS model with ACT (Attorney-Committee
Tendency) as the instrumental variable.29 The coefficient on ACT is positive and statistically
significant with or without the inclusion of additional controls, which is consistent with the
notion that U.S. Trustee attorneys either possess skills or personal biases that affect their
abilities to form UCCs in a given case.
In Table IV, I find that the second-stage results are broadly in line with OLS results.
I.e., the coefficient on Acquisition is positive and statistically significant while the coefficient
on Dismissal is negative and statistically significant. Magnitudes are larger than in the OLS
regressions, suggesting that to the extent that the difference between results was driven by
omitted variables, these omitted variables were positively correlated with the existence of a
UCC, negatively correlated with the chances that the firm would be acquired, and positively
correlated with the chances that the case would be dismissed. As in the OLS results, the
UCC has no significant impact on rates of reorganization or liquidation. I explore alternative
specifications of the first stage in Appendix Table B2 that, while varying in significance, yield
results that are similar in magnitude to those of Table IV.
To further address endogeneity issues, I use propensity scores to match cases that are
similar in covariates as described in Section 4. Results are reported in Table V. It continues
to be the case that the presence of a UCC is associated with a higher incidence of acquisitions.
The magnitude of the coefficient for UCC on acquisition is smaller than that of the baseline
OLS model, but is statistically significant at the 5% level. The key difference between this
and the OLS or 2SLS results, however, is that the increase in rates of acquisition is offset by
reductions both in the rates of dismissal as well as reorganization. Neither are significant,
29

As described in Section 4, because the first stage relies on a probit model, the 2SLS is actually a
three-step procedure. In the first stage, a probit model is used to examine the impact of ACT on UCC. In
the intermediate step, the predicted values from this regression are regressed once again on UCC. In what
corresponds, then, to the second stage, the predicted values from the intermediate regression are regressed
on bankruptcy outcomes. Table III presents results of the first-stage procedure.
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however. One possible explanation is that there are differences across groups of observations
that are correlated with the incidence of reorganization and attenuate the coefficient for
UCC when regressed on reorganization.

5.3

Other Outcomes

Results so far suggest that efficiency contributions of the UCC are largely concentrated
in the means of sale, i.e. acquisition as opposed to foreclosure. It is possible that UCCs
impose other costs on the bankruptcy system, however. One cost may be in the deadweight
loss associated with protracted negotiations between the UCC and other parties to the
bankruptcy. Another is that UCCs may not actually be experienced in the restructuring of
firms and may bring about poorer plans of organization.
Tables VI and VII address these concerns. Controlling for the set of variables explored in
Table II, the UCC is associated with lower durations between the filing of the case and the
ultimate bankruptcy outcome, conditional on each outcome type. Results are strongest for
cases that end up in reorganization, with a reduction in time of approximately 2.5 months
according to the OLS specification and 9.5 months according to the 2SLS specification, both
statistically significant at the 1% level. Coefficients for UCC on days to acquisition and days
to dismissal are negative but not statistically significant. While the coefficient on UCC for
days to liquidation is significant at the 5% level in the OLS specification, the sign actually
reverses in the 2SLS. One reason that reductions in time may be significant only for firms
that end up reorganized is that for cases that result in a form of sale, unsecured creditors
face the conflicting objectives of minimizing cash spent on legal costs during bankruptcy but
also maximizing marketing efforts to potential buyers.
Finally, Table VII explores the impact of the UCC on 3- and 5-year recidivism into
bankruptcy after emergence. Because this sample is limited to those observations that were
reorganized and matched with Capital IQ data, it is relatively limited compared to other
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tests. The coefficients for UCC with the OLS specification are negligible. In the 2SLS
specification, however, both coefficients are negative and the coefficient on 5-year recidivism
is significant at the 10% level. These results suggest that, at worst, the UCC has no impact
on the quality of reorganization plans and, at best, improves the quality of reorganization
plans slightly.

5.4

Control Heterogeneity

As discussed, UCCs are generally controlled by trade creditors. To investigate the influence of other types of unsecured creditors, I explore membership heterogeneity in Table
VIII.30 I first include a binary variable that equals one if the committee consisted entirely
of trade creditors. This is true for slightly over half of all cases with committees. Each
following member variable equals one if the committee contained at least one member of
that type. Table VIII reveals significant differences in outcomes based on member type.
Consistent with the incentives of trade creditors, the coefficient for “Only Trade Creditors”
remains significant and positive with respect to acquisitions, explained mostly by a shift
away from dismissal. The coefficient on reorganization is now negative, though statistically
insignificant. Distress funds, however, lead to significantly higher rates of reorganization.
This is because they often target particular tranches of unsecured debt in the hopes that
they are awarded equity in the reorganized firm. The coefficient on bondholder members may
reflect the fact that distress funds trade heavily in bond markets for distressed firms or that
bondholders are generally sophisticated investors and are willing to hold post-reorganization
equity. Labor members, consisting of professional associations, unions, and current or former
employees, also display a strong positive coefficient for reorganization. Bank members are
the one group with a negative coefficient on reorganization, although none of the outcome
30

Because results from Tables IV and V are broadly consistent with OLS estimates, I present OLS tables
as the main results going forward.
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coefficients are statistically significant. Individual members have a relatively weak impact
on bankruptcy outcomes, with the only significant coefficient being that of dismissal. The
presence of other member types is not associated with any significant effect on outcomes.
In Table IX, I explore the interaction between the UCC and the presence of DIP financing.
I find that in cases with either a UCC but no DIP financing or DIP financing but no UCC,
the firm is roughly 7% more likely to be acquired and 10% less likely to have its Chapter
11 case dismissed. It is surprising that these results are so similar, given that secured
creditors are typically associated with a liquidation bias. Consistent with other literature
on the precise incentives on DIP lenders, however, it may be that secured lenders who are
willing to extend loans to bankrupt firms are those for which the continuation value of their
lending relationship with the firm is particularly high. In this respect, these lenders may
have incentives similar to those of trade creditors. Another surprising finding, however, is
that in cases with both a UCC and a DIP lender, the case is less likely to be reorganized and
more likely to be dismissed than if only one of those controlling creditor types was present.
Even though other committees aside from the UCC may be formed, they are relatively
infrequent according to the summary statistics. Nonetheless, I address the concern that other
committees may be driving results by including indicator variables for other committees by
type in Table X. These controls slightly strengthen the main results which show that UCCs
are associated with a significantly higher chance of an acquisition during Chapter 11 and
significantly lower chance of a dismissal. Other committees do, however, produce results that
are broadly consistent with their incentives. Equity committees are more likely to result in
reorganization and less likely to result in Chapter 7 liquidation. Committees made up of
secured creditors are more likely to witness an acquisition relative to a reorganization or
Chapter 7 liquidation, consistent with the findings of Gilson, Hotchkiss, and Osborn (2016).
Coefficients of labor committees on the four outcomes are all statistically insignificant. The
only surprising result is that non-UCC unsecured creditors’ committees, which may arise
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when certain classes of unsecured creditors wish to be treated separately from the UCC or
would like to exist outside the purview of the U.S. Trustee system, are associated with lower
chances of acquisition and higher chances of dismissal.

5.5

Firm Characteristic Heterogeneity

Most of the literature on Chapter 11 has focused on large, publicly-traded firms. These
cases may differ systematically from the average Chapter 11 case. To observe whether the
impact of the UCC on bankruptcy outcomes is also different for “mega” bankruptcies, I
examine in Table XI the interaction between the UCC and a binary variable that equals
one if the firm is in the largest decile by asset size. Indeed, the UCC appears to have a
weaker impact on bankruptcy outcomes for extremely large cases. In fact, the coefficient
on acquisition is negative. While the coefficient on dismissal is positive and statistically
significant at the 1% level, it is not reflective of the typical large bankruptcy because only
five cases in the top asset-size decile ended up in dismissal, and all happened to have UCCs.
Table XI indicates that it is important to keep in mind that the main results are driven
by mid-to-large tier firms and that this sample is different than the sample of cases in the
majority of Chapter 11 studies.
To explore whether any potential biases toward reorganization are driven by risk-shifting,
I investigate the interaction of UCC existence with leverage in Table XII. The coefficient on
the interaction of the UCC with leverage is negative though insignificant, indicating that
risk-shifting is unlikely to be a major driver of committee incentives. Instead, cases with
UCCs that are highly-levered are more likely to end up in dismissal. Although dismissal
is incompatible with the incentives of most unsecured creditors, it may be that the costly
effort associated with serving on the committee outweighs any minor recovery in cases that
entered bankruptcy with high leverage and that, after realizing this, committee members
abandoned attempts to influence outcomes in their favor.
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6

Discussion
The presence of a UCC in a Chapter 11 case leads to specific ex-post efficiency improve-

ments in the bankruptcy process: increases in the likelihood of acquisitions relative to case
dismissals, shorter bankruptcies, and better plans of reorganization. At first blush, the direct
policy implication is that more should be done to encourage unsecured creditors to join the
UCC.
Legal industry reports suggest that the main costs of serving on the UCC are the time
and effort associated with membership. While there is no obvious solution to the reduction
of case complexity, one way to minimize at least the physical costs of UCC membership
is to allow all meetings and important events to be accessed remotely. Other options to
encourage formation include the compensation of UCC members, the removal of minimum
membership requirements, the creation of more passive or uninvolved UCCs, or the removal
of fiduciary obligations or trading restrictions. These alternative solutions, however, may
generate perverse incentives that could have spillover consequences on the role of the UCC
in Chapter 11.
Certain questions remain about the UCC and the locus of control in Chapter 11. What
does it mean that over 43% of all cases without UCCs end up in dismissal? Theory suggests
that managers with excessive control rights who are subject to agency frictions may lead
to the continuation of unhealthy firms. The prevailing view is that this continuation bias
manifests as inefficient restructuring. Perhaps this is only the case for extremely large firms,
however, and that managers of mid-sized firms use Chapter 11 as a way to stave off secured
creditors for as long as possible before the firm is inevitably liquidated. If this is true, then
dismissal is a form of continuation. Or, perhaps the fact that so many mid-sized firms end
up with their Chapter 11 cases dismissed represents excessive control in the hands of secured
creditors who are able to convince judges to lift the automatic stay before managers have
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the chance to formulate viable restructuring plans. The mean (median) time to dismissal for
cases without UCCs is 14.1 (10.3) months, providing some evidence that managers should
have time to formulate plans in these cases. This paper warrants more research, however, into
the operating performance and cash management of firms that end up with their Chapter
11 cases dismissed before any conclusions can be drawn about whether UCCs offset biases
in the direction of either continuation or liquidation.
The results of this study also raise questions about the role of M&A in bankruptcy.
Chapter 11 provides for restructuring and Chapter 7 provides for the auction of firm assets
by a private trustee, but it has only been in recent years that Chapter 11 has also become
fertile ground for acquisitions. This trend has been identified by Gilson, Hotchkiss, and
Osborn (2016), who also find that M&A in bankruptcy is no less efficient than reorganization.
Consistent with their findings, this paper shows that not only UCCs but also DIP lenders
facilitate acquisitions in Chapter 11. Some feature relating to the presence of creditors
in the marketing and sale of a debtor’s assets may help overcome asymmetric information
problems that otherwise would have led to market shutdown (leaving piece-meal liquidation
as the only viable alternative). If this is true, then perhaps the bankruptcy system should
not encourage the formation of UCCs with powers of monitoring and plan creation, but
instead the formation of “marketing” committees who start searching for potential acquirers
early on in the bankruptcy process.
Finally, this paper suggests that particular members of the UCC may use their membership to influence the bankruptcy in their own favor. The fiduciary obligation taken on
by members of the UCC, or the threat of related litigation, may not be strong enough for
individual members to ignore the incentives that arise from interests other than pure firm
value maximization. Some caution should be used, therefore, in viewing these committees as
homogeneous. This result also affects the generalizability of Chapter 11 to other countries.
For example, new laws in Germany came into effect in 2012 to implement U.S.-style creditors’
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committees in response to failed attempts to incentivize firms to opt for restructuring rather
than liquidation. If the capital structures of German companies are different than those
of firms in the U.S., however, these committees may have different effects on bankruptcy
outcomes.

7

Conclusion
This paper examines the impact of the UCC on reorganization, acquisition, liquidation,

and dismissal outcomes in Chapter 11 bankruptcy. I find that, on average, the existence
of a committee is associated with a shift towards acquisitions and away from dismissals.
This reflects the incentives of trade creditors, who dominate UCCs in terms of membership
and are present in nearly all cases in which committees form. I argue that this outcome is
efficient because of existing literature on Chapter 11 acquisitions combined with the fact that
dismissals are usually preceded by attempts by secured creditors to foreclose upon collateral.
I also find, consistent with efficiency improvements, that the committee reduces bankruptcy
durations and has a negative, albeit weak, impact on the chances that a reorganized firm
will file for bankruptcy again within five years of emergence.
Despite the fact that trade creditors are the clear majority on the UCC in terms of
number, there are occasions when bankruptcy outcomes reflect the incentives of powerful
individuals or sub-groups within the committee. This is particularly true for distress funds,
bondholders, professional associations, and labor unions. These groups generally display
biases away from liquidation or dismissal and towards reorganization. Further research is required to specifically characterize the preferences of these groups and whether one should expect them to bring about efficient bankruptcy outcomes. That is, if these groups are inclined
towards reorganization because of incentives that are not based purely in firm value maximization, they might lead to excessive continuation of unhealthy firms or poorly-formulated
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reorganization plans.
The results of this study relate to a growing literature on creditor control in bankruptcy.
The aim of any legal system of restructuring is to strike a balance between the flexibility to
reorganize healthy firms and the stringency to liquidate unhealthy firms. Unsecured creditors
are the residual claimants to firm value when the firm is insolvent. Although they are the
class of claim holders most likely to be aligned with firm value maximization, it should also
be taken into account that unsecured creditors are diverse in nature and possess their own
unique preferences over bankruptcy outcomes.
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Figure I: Cases by District
This figure shows the geographical distribution of claims across the 89 bankruptcy districts covered
in this study. Circle size corresponds to the number of cases filed in each district out of the sample
of 2,621 corporate lead cases. The five largest districts are Delaware with 405 cases, California
Central with 297 cases, New York Southern with 231 cases, Arizona with 178 cases, and Florida
Middle with 154 cases.
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Figure II: Example Docket
This figure shows first-day entries from a hypothetical docket report for what would be a large
Chapter 11 case filed in the Southern District of New York.
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Figure III: Example Claims Register
This figure shows three claims from a hypothetical claims register as it would appear in HTML
format. Links provided in the Details section usually direct to the original proof of claim filed by
the creditor.
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Figure IV: ln(Assets) by Number of Committee Members
This figure shows a scatterplot of ln(Assets) by the size of the UCC. Cases without UCCs are
represented by a value of 0 for UCC size.
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Figure V: Chapter 11 Filings by Year
This figure shows the number of Chapter 11 cases per year of filing for the sample of 2,621 corporate
lead cases. 2014 only includes cases filed through the end of July. 18 cases are omitted from 20042005 because three courts did not have complete PACER coverage until 2006.
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Figure VI: Impact of Committee Size on Bankruptcy Outcomes
These figures plot the coefficients for the number of committee members on each of the four
bankruptcy outcomes: reorganization, acquisition, liquidation, and dismissal. 95% confidence intervals are denoted by vertical lines. The coefficients are obtained from the Baseline OLS regression
described in Section 4, with U CC replaced by an indicator value that equals one for each bin, where
bins represent the number of creditors on the UCC.

(a) Reorganization

(b) Acquisition

(c) Liquidation

(d) Dismissal
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Table I
Summary Statistics for Chapter 11
These tables present summary statistics for the cases with and without UCCs for the sample
of corporate parent cases. Panel A shows summary statistics for bankruptcy outcome variables.
Panel B shows summary statistics for dependent variables measuring bankruptcy duration. Panels
C and D provide summary statistics for control variables, where Panel C includes binary control
variables and Panel D includes continuous control variables. Panel E indicates the frequency of
UCC membership by member type (conditional on UCC exisence).

Panel A: Summary Statistics for Dependent Variables - Outcomes
This panel includes data from the sample of corporate lead cases. Reorganization equals one if the
firm passed a plan of reorganization and continued as a going concern. Acquisition equals one if
the firm was acquired during Chapter 11. Liquidation equals one if either the case was converted
to Chapter 7 or a Chapter 11 plan of liquidation was confirmed that sold the firm in a piecemeal
fashion. Dismissal equals one if the case was dismissed without arriving at any of the other three
dispositions. Re-File equals one if the firm re-filed for bankruptcy after emerging (this sample is
limited to observations filed before 2009 that were in Capital IQ and resulted in reorganization.)

Reorganization
Acquisition
Liquidation
Dismissal
Re-File

With Committee
N
% Obs.

Without Committee
N
% Obs.

1,204
1,204
1,204
1,204
141

1,417
1,417
1,417
1,417
149

34.1%
27.7%
28.6%
9.6%
9.9%
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32.6%
5.6%
18.7%
43.1%
2.0%

Panel B: Summary Statistics for Dependent Variables - Durations
This panel includes data from the sample of corporate lead cases conditional on outcome. All
variables are measured in months. t, 0 - 1st Plan is the time between the first day of the bankruptcy
and the first submitted plan, if a plan was confirmed. t, 1st Plan - Conf. is the time between the
first submitted plan and the confirmation order, if a plan was confirmed. t, 0 - Conv. is the time
between the first day of the bankruptcy and the Ch. 7 conversion order, if the case was converted.
t, 0 - Dism. is the time between the first day of the bankruptcy and the dismissal order, if the case
was dismissed without any other disposition. t, Disp. - End is the time between the disposition
(i.e. final outcome) and case termination, if a disposition was reached and the case was terminated.

t is in months

With Committee
N
Mean Med. S.D.

t,
t,
t,
t,
t,

788
788
256
163
785

0 - 1st Plan
1st Plan - Conf.
0 - Conv.
0 - Dism.
Disp. - End

13.7
1.1
12.2
23.9
26.8

10.7
1.2
9.5
18.5
20.1
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10.4
4.3
9.7
18.2
23.4

Without Committee
N
Mean Med. S.D.
581
581
213
643
1212

13.6
2.0
15.0
14.1
10.0

11.0
1.5
12.1
10.3
4.1

10.1
3.7
11.2
11.9
14.4

Panel C: Summary Statistics for Control Variables (Binary)
This panel includes data from the sample of corporate lead cases except for operational variables,
which are only available on the subset of firms that provided operating performance data on a
consolidated basis. Corporation and LLC are variables indicating the debtor’s legal form of organization. Public equals one if the debtor had publicly traded equity within a year of the bankruptcy
filing. CEO Turn Prior equals one if the CEO was replaced in the year prior to the bankruptcy.
Pension equals one if the debtor sponsors at least one pension plan. Lead equals one if the case
is the lead in a set of jointly-administered cases. DIP Financing equals one if the firm received
DIP financing during the case. Operational equals one if reported income from the year of the
bankruptcy filing was not 0. Income - Curr. Pos. equals one if the firm reported positive income
in the year of filing. The Other Committee variables equal one if an equity, unofficial unsecured,
labor, secured, or other committee was present in the case, respectively.

Corporation
LLC
Public
CEO Turn. Prior
Pension
Lead
DIP Financing
Operational
Income - Curr. Pos.
Other Committee - Equity
Other Committee - Unsec.
Other Committee - Labor
Other Committee - Sec.
Other Committee - Other

With Committee
N
% Obs.

Without Committee
N
% Obs.

1,204
1,204
1,204
1,204
1,204
1,204
1,204
683
683
1,204
1,204
1,204
1,204
1,204

1,417
1,417
1,417
1,417
1,417
1,417
1,417
856
856
1,417
1,417
1,417
1,417
1,417

68.5%
25.2%
10.3%
20.6%
38.0%
59.3%
52.6%
95.6%
83.7%
8.1%
3.7%
2.7%
3.4%
5.1%
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27.0%
60.2%
1.1%
3.9%
8.0%
17.6%
13.9%
88.3%
79.2%
1.3%
0.4%
0.1%
0.6%
0.8%

Panel D: Summary Statistics for Control Variables (Continuous)
This panel includes data from the sample of corporate lead cases. Assets are from the Summary
of Schedules or the first submitted balance sheet, depending on which were available. No. Advers.
is the number of adversary cases affiliated with the bankruptcy. Lvg. is total liabilities divided by
total assets. Unsec. HHI is a Herfindahl Index measuring the concentration of unsecured creditors.
Unsec. Frac. is the share of claims held by unsecured creditors relative to all claims. Creditor. No.
is the total number of unique creditors with registered claims on the firm.

N
Assets ($mm)
No. Advers.
Lvg. (L/A)
Unsec. HHI
Unsec. Frac.
Creditor No.

1,204
1,204
1,204
1,204
1,204
1,204

With Committee
Mean Med. S.D.
826
34
1.4
0.28
0.46
405

54
3
1.09
0.18
0.43
137

9,790
98
1.13
0.27
0.37
1,013

Without Committee
N
Mean Med. S.D.
1,417
1,417
1,417
1,417
1,417
1,417

50
2
1.05
0.46
0.22
32

20
0
0.87
0.40
0.04
11

224
8
0.86
0.37
0.32
77

Panel E: Summary Statistics for Committee Members
This panel includes data from the sample of corporate lead cases with unsecured creditors’ committees. A member is categorized as a Distress Investor if it is on the list of distress investors
provided by Distressed Debt Investing or the list from Capital IQ. A Bondholder is identified based
on whether it was represented by one of the main indentured trustee banks. Labor consists of
unions and professional associations. Bank is any bank not classified as an indentured trustee
bank. Individual is identified based on the format of the name. Other includes any other financial
firms, pension funds, trusts, law debenture trustees, churches, tax commisioners, and GSEs. All
other members are categorized as trade creditors. See Appendix Table A4 for a comparison of
estimated versus actual member categorizations.

Trade Creditor
Distress Investor
Bondholder
Labor
Bank
Individual
Other

N

At least 1
Member

Fraction of
Committee

1,204
1,204
1,204
1,204
1,204
1,204
1,204

97.2%
8.1%
14.9%
6.3%
2.5%
21.8%
13.7%

80.1%
2.0%
3.6%
1.3%
0.6%
8.1%
3.5%
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Table II
Unsecured Creditor Control: Baseline OLS
This table presents baseline results on the effect of the UCC on Chapter 11 outcomes. Reorg. equals one if
the firm passed a plan of reorganization and continued as a going concern. Acquisition equals one if the firm
was acquired during Chapter 11. Liquidation equals one if either the case was converted to Chapter 7 or a
Chapter 11 plan of liquidation was confirmed that sold the firm in a piecemeal fashion. Dismissed equals
one if the case was dismissed. Corporation, LLC, and Public equal one if the company is a legal corporation,
LLC, or has publicly-traded equity, respectively. The construction of Assets and Leverage are defined in
Section 3.1.5. CEO Turnover, Pension, and Lead equal one if the CEO was replaced in the year prior to the
bankruptcy, the firm has at least one pension plan, and is the lead among a group of jointly-administered
cases, respectively. Adversaries is the number of adversary cases, or separate lawsuits, affiliated with the
bankruptcy. Unsecured HHI, Unsecured Frac., and ln(Creditor Num.) are described in Section 3.1.3. DIP
Finance equals one if the firm received DIP financing during the case. Ind., Yr., Dist. FEs are separate
fixed effects for the Fama-French 30 industries (plus two separate real estate categories), year of filing, and
89 bankruptcy districts, respectively. Robust standard errors are clustered at the district level. *, **, and
*** represent significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels, respectively.
OLS

UCC
Corporation
LLC
Public
ln(Assets)
ln(Assets)

2

ln(Leverage)
CEO Turnover
Pension
Lead
ln(Adversaries)
Unsecured HHI
Unsecured Frac.
ln(Creditor Num.)
DIP Finance
Ind., Yr., Dist. FEs
Observations
R-squared

Reorg.

Acquisition

Liquidation

Dismissed

0.00803
(0.0277)
-0.00486
(0.0383)
-0.0540
(0.0367)
-0.133***
(0.0423)
-0.121
(0.128)
0.00499
(0.00328)
0.0199*
(0.0115)
0.00613
(0.0307)
0.00626
(0.0227)
0.00328
(0.0230)
-0.0534***
(0.0111)
-0.0412
(0.0288)
-0.106***
(0.0272)
0.0141
(0.0109)
-0.0247
(0.0189)
Y
2,621
0.139

0.0716***
(0.0161)
0.0434
(0.0269)
0.0239
(0.0180)
0.0430
(0.0337)
0.301***
(0.109)
-0.00858***
(0.00292)
0.00596
(0.00813)
0.0269
(0.0358)
0.0348*
(0.0202)
0.0193
(0.0182)
0.0168*
(0.00910)
0.0229
(0.0186)
0.0500
(0.0383)
0.00364
(0.00667)
0.0806***
(0.0177)
Y
2,621
0.263

-0.0202
(0.0281)
0.0461
(0.0369)
0.0198
(0.0365)
0.0947***
(0.0356)
0.0592
(0.113)
-0.00243
(0.00309)
-0.00914
(0.00943)
-0.0263
(0.0254)
-0.0309
(0.0251)
-0.0392**
(0.0186)
0.0678***
(0.0104)
-0.0282
(0.0300)
0.0458**
(0.0193)
0.0318***
(0.00816)
-0.0426**
(0.0210)
Y
2,621
0.184

-0.0594**
(0.0234)
-0.0846***
(0.0313)
0.0104
(0.0371)
-0.00480
(0.0227)
-0.239**
(0.105)
0.00602**
(0.00280)
-0.0167*
(0.00946)
-0.00673
(0.0152)
-0.0101
(0.0213)
0.0166
(0.0200)
-0.0311***
(0.00722)
0.0465*
(0.0264)
0.0106
(0.0230)
-0.0496***
(0.0176)
-0.0133
(0.0208)
Y
2,621
0.308
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Table III
Unsecured Creditor Control: 2SLS Regression (First Stage)
This table presents the first stage results of a 2SLS regression with UCC as the endogenous variable.
ACT (Attorney Committee Tendency), the instrumental variable, represents the fraction of all other
cases in which the assigned U.S. Trustee attorney was able to form a UCC, excluding the case itself.
Cases from Alabama and North Carolina are excluded because these states are not part of the U.S.
Trustee system. Ind., Yr., Dist. FEs are separate fixed effects for the Fama-French 30 industries
(plus two separate real estate categories), year of filing, and 89 bankruptcy districts, respectively.
Baseline Controls are the set of controls from Table II. Robust standard errors are clustered at the
district level. *, **, and *** represent significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels, respectively.
Probit
Dep. Var. = UCC
ACT
Ind., Yr., Dist. FEs
Baseline Controls
Observations
Pseudo R-squared
F-Test
Wald Test

1.102***
(0.381)
Y
N
2,398
0.362
57.26
8.38
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1.167***
(0.369)
Y
Y
2,398
0.537
105.95
9.99

Table IV
Unsecured Creditor Control: 2SLS Regression (Second Stage)
This table presents the second stage results of a 2SLS regression with UCC as the endogenous
variable and ACT (Attorney Committee Tendency) as the instrumental variable. Reorg. equals
one if the firm passed a plan of reorganization and continued as a going concern. Acquisition equals
one if the firm was acquired during Chapter 11. Liquidation equals one if either the case was
converted to Chapter 7 or a Chapter 11 plan of liquidation was confirmed that sold the firm in
a piecemeal fashion. Dismissed equals one if the case was dismissed. Cases from Alabama and
North Carolina are excluded because these states are not part of the U.S. Trustee system. Ind.,
Yr., Dist. FEs are separate fixed effects for the Fama-French 30 industries (plus two separate real
estate categories), year of filing, and 89 bankruptcy districts, respectively. Baseline Controls are
the set of controls from Table II. Robust standard errors are clustered at the district level. *, **,
and *** represent significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels, respectively.
2nd Stage

UCC
Ind., Yr., Dist. FEs
Baseline Controls
Observations
R-squared

Reorg.

Acquisition

Liquidation

Dismissed

0.0274
(0.102)
Y
Y
2,398
0.137

0.169***
(0.0529)
Y
Y
2,398
0.254

0.0531
(0.0793)
Y
Y
2,398
0.171

-0.249***
(0.0883)
Y
Y
2,398
0.277
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Table V
Unsecured Creditor Control: Propensity Score Matching
This table explores the influence of the UCC on Chapter 11 outcomes using propensity score
matching. Estimates of UCC represent the average treatment effect on the treated with standard
errors in parentheses. Observations were matched based on corporation or LLC status, the presence
of publicly-traded equity, ln(Assets), ln(Leverage), lead case status, a Herfindahl Index of unsecured
creditors, the value of unsecured claims relative to the value of total claims, ln(Creditor Number),
and the Fama-French 30 industries (plus two separate real estate categories). Propensity score
matches were assigned based on a bi-weight kernel function with a bandwidth of 0.06. Reorg.
equals one if the firm passed a plan of reorganization and continued as a going concern. Acquisition
equals one if the firm was acquired during Chapter 11. Liquidation equals one if either the case
was converted to Chapter 7 or a Chapter 11 plan of liquidation was confirmed that sold the firm
in a piecemeal fashion. Dismissed equals one if the case was dismissed. *, **, and *** represent
significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels, respectively.
Propensity Score Matching

UCC
Observations

Reorg.

Acquisition

Liquidation

Dismissed

-0.074
(0.0466)
2,601

0.052**
(0.0254)
2,601

0.0358
(0.0392)
2,601

-0.0137
(0.0478)
2,601
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Table VI
Unsecured Creditor Control: Bankruptcy Durations
This table investigates the impact of the UCC on bankruptcy durations between major milestones.
Days to Reorg. is the number of days between the start of the bankrupty and the reorganization plan
confirmation. Days to Acquisition is the number of days between the start of the bankruptcy and
the order approving the acquisition. Days to Liquidation is the number of days between the start
of the bankruptcy and the date of the order converting the case to Chapter 7. Days to Dismissed
is the number of days between the start of the bankruptcy and the date of the order dismissing the
case. Ind., Yr., Dist. FEs are separate fixed effects for the Fama-French 30 industries (plus two
separate real estate categories), year of filing, and 89 bankruptcy districts, respectively. Baseline
Controls are the set of controls from Table II. Robust standard errors are clustered at the district
level. *, **, and *** represent significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels, respectively.
OLS

UCC
Ind., Yr., Dist. FEs
Baseline Controls
Observations
R-squared

Days to
Reorg.

Days to
Acquisition

Days to
Liquidation

Days to
Dismissed

-72.48***
(25.835)
Y
Y
872
0.331

-81.96
(46.14)
Y
Y
399
0.351

-111.9**
(45.87)
Y
Y
609
0.238

-15.96
(47.32)
Y
Y
716
0.468

2SLS

UCC
Ind., Yr., Dist. FEs
Baseline Controls
Observations
R-squared

Days to
Reorg.

Days to
Acquisition

Days to
Liquidation

Days to
Dismissed

-287.1***
(96.59)
Y
Y
801
0.257

-71.06
(120.9)
Y
Y
380
0.354

9.054
(124.5)
Y
Y
561
0.220

-139.7
(125.5)
Y
Y
631
0.471
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Table VII
Unsecured Creditor Control: Recidivism
This table explores the influence of the UCC on 3- and 5-year recidivism into bankruptcy following
emergence conditional on reorganization for the sample of firms merged with Capital IQ. Ind., Yr.,
Dist. FEs are separate fixed effects for the Fama-French 30 industries (plus two separate real estate
categories), year of filing, and 89 bankruptcy districts, respectively. Baseline Controls are the set
of controls from Table II. Robust standard errors are clustered at the district level. *, **, and ***
represent significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels, respectively.
OLS
3-Year
5-Year
UCC
Ind., Yr., Dist. FEs
Baseline Controls
Observations
R-squared

0.00277
(0.0156)
Y
Y
492
0.296

-0.00383
(0.0342)
Y
Y
363
0.356

2SLS
3-Year
5-Year
UCC
Ind., Yr., Dist. FEs
Baseline Controls
Observations
R-squared
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-0.0667
(0.0426)
Y
Y
413
0.145

-0.0923*
(0.0478)
Y
Y
281
0.274

Table VIII
Unsecured Creditor Control: UCC Member Heterogeneity
This table investigates the influence of various categories of UCC members on bankruptcy outcomes.
Reorg. equals one if the firm passed a plan of reorganization and continued as a going concern.
Acquisition equals one if the firm was acquired during Chapter 11. Liquidation equals one if either
the case was converted to Chapter 7 or a Chapter 11 plan of liquidation was confirmed that sold the
firm in a piecemeal fashion. Dismissed equals one if the case was dismissed. Only Trade Creditors
indicates that the UCC consisted entirely of trade creditors. All other member categories take a
value of 1 if at least one member of the UCC is of that creditor type. A fund is categorized as a
Distress Member if it is on the list of distress investors provided by Distressed Debt Investing or
the list from Capital IQ. Labor Member includes professional associations and labor unions. Other
Member includes all non-trade creditor categories as described in Section 3.1.2. Ind., Yr., Dist.
FEs are separate fixed effects for the Fama-French 30 industries (plus two separate real estate
categories), year of filing, and 89 bankruptcy districts, respectively. Baseline Controls are the set
of controls from Table II. Robust standard errors are clustered at the district level. *, **, and ***
represent significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels, respectively.
OLS

Only Trade Creditors
Distress Member
Bond Member
Labor Member
Bank Member
Individual Member
Other Member
Ind., Yr., Dist. FEs
Baseline Controls
Observations
R-squared

Reorg.

Acquisition

Liquidation

Dismissed

-0.00358
(0.0263)
0.124***
(0.0439)
0.121***
(0.0421)
0.111**
(0.0511)
-0.123
(0.113)
0.0447
(0.0286)
0.0239
(0.0293)
Y
Y
2,621
0.148

0.0850***
(0.0252)
-0.0308
(0.0482)
-0.0631**
(0.0267)
-0.00919
(0.0542)
0.0971
(0.0631)
-0.0103
(0.0302)
0.0191
(0.0241)
Y
Y
2,621
0.270

-0.0281
(0.0400)
-0.0180
(0.0524)
-0.0509*
(0.0276)
-0.108**
(0.0448)
0.00658
(0.0708)
0.0276
(0.0319)
-0.0255
(0.0425)
Y
Y
2,621
0.186

-0.0534**
(0.0246)
-0.0752***
(0.0254)
-0.00730
(0.0229)
0.00608
(0.0304)
0.0191
(0.0666)
-0.0620***
(0.0187)
-0.0175
(0.0232)
Y
Y
2,621
0.309
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Table IX
Unsecured Creditor Control: Interaction of UCC with DIP Financing
This table explores the influence of the UCC on Chapter 11 outcomes as it varies with the presence
of DIP Financing. Reorg. equals one if the firm passed a plan of reorganization and continued as
a going concern. Acquisition equals one if the firm was acquired during Chapter 11. Liquidation
equals one if either the case was converted to Chapter 7 or a Chapter 11 plan of liquidation was
confirmed that sold the firm in a piecemeal fashion. Dismissed equals one if the case was dismissed.
DIP equals one if the debtor received DIP financing during the Chapte 11 case. Ind., Yr., Dist.
FEs are separate fixed effects for the Fama-French 30 industries (plus two separate real estate
categories), year of filing, and 89 bankruptcy districts, respectively. Baseline Controls are the set
of controls from Table II. Robust standard errors are clustered at the district level. *, **, and ***
represent significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels, respectively.
OLS

UCC
UCC*DIP
DIP
Ind., Yr., Dist. FEs
Baseline Controls
Observations
R-squared

Reorg.

Acquisition

Liquidation

Dismissed

0.0421
(0.0346)
-0.107**
(0.0472)
0.0444
(0.0400)
Y
Y
2,621
0.141

0.0664***
(0.0185)
0.0164
(0.0345)
0.0700**
(0.0279)
Y
Y
2,621
0.264

-0.0115
(0.0314)
-0.0275
(0.0348)
-0.0249
(0.0327)
Y
Y
2,621
0.184

-0.0970***
(0.0275)
0.119***
(0.0430)
-0.0895**
(0.0410)
Y
Y
2,621
0.311
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Table X
Unsecured Creditor Control: Other Committee Controls
This table explores the influence of the UCC on Chapter 11 outcomes while including control
variables for the existence of non-UCC committees in the bankruptcy case. Reorg. equals one if
the firm passed a plan of reorganization and continued as a going concern. Acquisition equals one
if the firm was acquired during Chapter 11. Liquidation equals one if either the case was converted
to Chapter 7 or a Chapter 11 plan of liquidation was confirmed that sold the firm in a piecemeal
fashion. Dismissed equals one if the case was dismissed. Other variables denote the presence of a
non-UCC committee in the case and account separately for equity, unsecured, labor, secured, and
“other” committees, respectively, which are described in Section 3.1.2. Ind., Yr., Dist. FEs are
separate fixed effects for the Fama-French 30 industries (plus two separate real estate categories),
year of filing, and 89 bankruptcy districts, respectively. Baseline Controls are the set of controls
from Table II. Robust standard errors are clustered at the district level. *, **, and *** represent
significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels, respectively.
OLS

UCC
Other - Equity
Other - Unsecured
Other - Labor
Other - Secured
Other - Other
Ind., Yr., Dist. FEs
Baseline Controls
Observations
R-squared

Reorg.

Acquisition

Liquidation

Dismissed

0.00672
(0.0273)
0.0714*
(0.0384)
0.0223
(0.0606)
-0.0244
(0.0950)
-0.0756
(0.0717)
-0.0146
(0.0592)
Y
Y
2,621
0.140

0.0745***
(0.0160)
-0.0418
(0.0271)
-0.120***
(0.0448)
-0.0119
(0.0917)
0.145***
(0.0534)
0.0373
(0.0444)
Y
Y
2,621
0.268

-0.0220
(0.0275)
-0.0563*
(0.0304)
0.0293
(0.0460)
-0.0332
(0.0655)
-0.0658
(0.0691)
-0.0290
(0.0471)
Y
Y
2,621
0.185

-0.0593**
(0.0236)
0.0268
(0.0221)
0.0683**
(0.0339)
0.0696
(0.0444)
-0.00360
(0.0436)
0.00629
(0.0353)
Y
Y
2,621
0.309
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Table XI
Unsecured Creditor Control: Interaction of UCC with Top Decile of Asset Size
This table explores the influence of the UCC on Chapter 11 outcomes as it varies with the status of
the case as a “mega” bankruptcy, defined as its membership in the top decile of cases by asset size.
Reorg. equals one if the firm passed a plan of reorganization and continued as a going concern.
Acquisition equals one if the firm was acquired during Chapter 11. Liquidation equals one if either
the case was converted to Chapter 7 or a Chapter 11 plan of liquidation was confirmed that sold
the firm in a piecemeal fashion. Dismissed equals one if the case was dismissed. Top Decile equals
one if the case was among the top decile of cases in terms of asset size. Ind., Yr., Dist. FEs are
separate fixed effects for the Fama-French 30 industries (plus two separate real estate categories),
year of filing, and 89 bankruptcy districts, respectively. Baseline Controls are the set of controls
from Table II. Robust standard errors are clustered at the district level. *, **, and *** represent
significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels, respectively.
OLS

UCC
UCC*Top Decile
Top Decile
Ind., Yr., Dist. FEs
Baseline Controls
Observations
R-squared

Reorg.

Acquisition

Liquidation

Dismissed

0.00672
(0.0283)
0.0288
(0.0984)
0.0605
(0.0984)
Y
Y
2,621
0.140

0.0773***
(0.0159)
-0.0984
(0.0819)
0.0194
(0.0941)
Y
Y
2,621
0.265

-0.0158
(0.0293)
-0.0737
(0.0771)
0.0506
(0.0662)
Y
Y
2,621
0.184

-0.0682**
(0.0262)
0.143***
(0.0477)
-0.131***
(0.0495)
Y
Y
2,621
0.309
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Table XII
Unsecured Creditor Control: Interaction of UCC with Leverage
This table explores the influence of the UCC on Chapter 11 outcomes as it varies with firm leverage.
Reorg. equals one if the firm passed a plan of reorganization and continued as a going concern.
Acquisition equals one if the firm was acquired during Chapter 11. Liquidation equals one if either
the case was converted to Chapter 7 or a Chapter 11 plan of liquidation was confirmed that sold
the firm in a piecemeal fashion. Dismissed equals one if the case was dismissed. The construction
of ln(Lev.) is defined in Section 3.1.5. Ind., Yr., Dist. FEs are separate fixed effects for the FamaFrench 30 industries (plus two separate real estate categories), year of filing, and 89 bankruptcy
districts, respectively. Baseline Controls are the set of controls from Table II. Robust standard
errors are clustered at the district level. *, **, and *** represent significance at the 10%, 5%, and
1% levels, respectively.
OLS

UCC
UCC*ln(Lev.)
ln(Lev.)
Ind., Yr., Dist. FEs
Baseline Controls
Observations
R-squared

Reorg.

Acquisition

Liquidation

Dismissed

0.00827
(0.0275)
-0.0238
(0.0227)
0.0314*
(0.0169)
Y
Y
2,621
0.139

0.0718***
(0.0162)
-0.0169
(0.0137)
0.0141
(0.00888)
Y
Y
2,621
0.264

-0.0202
(0.0281)
-0.00250
(0.0211)
-0.00794
(0.0134)
Y
Y
2,621
0.184

-0.0598**
(0.0241)
0.0431**
(0.0169)
-0.0375**
(0.0163)
Y
Y
2,621
0.309
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